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Introduction

In his essay "Identity in Mashpee," fames ClÍfford anaþes a land-claim

trÍal, the purpose of which was not to question land-ownership but to

determine whether or not the group claiming the land was, Ín fact, and

Indian tribe, In order to decide whether the Mashpee Indians were a tribe, the

jury had to eee proof that the Indians continuousJy constituted a tribe prÍor to

filing its suit in 197ó: ",,,the plaintiff's identity must be demonetrated as an

unbroken naratlve, whether of survival or change,"l As each plaintiff

testified as to hls or her relation to Mashpee identity, the jury attempted to

sr¡nthesize the stories Ínto one coherent narative; if the jury was not able to

do so, the Mashpee could not be considered a valid tribe.

The test of identity that the Mashpee underwent in their court trial is

similar to the self-definitional experience of the fews in nineteenth century

Germany, For it was in nineteenth century Europe that the concept of

cultural wholeness and etn¡cture became a collectÍve, definíng category, when

the word culture

could be applied not only to gardens and well-developed
indíviduals but to whole societies,,.,The culture concept
accommodates Ínternal diversity and an 'organic'
division of ¡oles but not sharp contradictions, mutations,
or emertencies,.,,lt sees,,.'traditionalists' and'moderns' as
representing aspects of a linear development, one looking
back, the other forward. It cannot see them as contendÍng
or alternating futures, 2

UnlÍke the Mashpee, the Jews in nineteenth century Germany were

consÍdered by themselves and by the majority of Germans as a separate

people, despite the Jews' wÍshes to assimilate, |ews were seen to fit into the

category of a single, developing culture. Defining themselves accordingly, the

(Cambridç: Harvard University P¡ese, 1988),
p,341,

'¿lbid, p,337,
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Jews assumed the developmental historiography of Romanticism and viewed

their own culture as an essential strrrcture that evolved through time.

Despite Íts claim to continuity, however,ludaism wts composed of

"branching paths,,,,dead ends and hesÍtations,"3 The continuous narrative

put forward by nineteenth century hístorians was eventually upset by ]ews

who refused to fit into it, These |ews upset the dominant narrrative by

exposing the discontinuity of the lewish ettence it supported.

In this paper, I explore the process of ]ewish self-definition in

modernltyby focusing on lewlsh hlstorÍography-- how the ]ews described

their past as continuous or dÍscontinuous through time, The focus on

contÍnuity and dÍscontínuity will provide a fulcnrm for my multilayered

analysis of lewish historiography and self-definitÍon. The ove¡riding issue I

explore is the self-definitional transformation the ]ews underwent in the shift

f¡om traditÍonal society to modern Israeli society, I view the two categorÍes,

"traditÍonal" and "modern," hÍstoriographicallyrwhat was essential to the

past and future of traditional |udaism was halakha, rabbinic law, while the

essential aspect of modern lewry was peoplehood. In the end, I demonstrate

how the transformation fi.om traditÍonal lewish to modern Israeli society

reveals that the two categories, "continuity" and "discontinuity" are

constn¡ctions, At the same time,I argue that these two categories are

necessary, since both tradÍtÍonal and modern lews rely on and value

stnrctural continuity.

I approach this argument graduallp by way of my first three chapters,

each of which deals with íssues of continuity and discontinuity from a

different perspective, In my first chapter, I lay the groundwork fur later

discussion by anaþing the historiographical shift that took place among the

fews in Europe and how it was discontinuous with traditÍonal conceptions of

3
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the |ewish past and future. The first eection anaþes the first lewish

historiographlcal school, the Science of fudaÍsm, which was based in

Germany, Placing this historiography wíthÍn the framework of nineteenth

century Romantic ideology,{ I describe how it provided the means of

furthering Enlightenment and/or Romantic values by defining a particular

essence of ]ewish history, In the second section, I look at traditÍonal ]ewish

society in eastern Europe and examine its conception of time. I argue that

traditional |ewe had their own esrence of history, which was assumed to be

continuous wÍth the |ewish past and future:the Torah, Finally,l demonstrate

how nineteenth century historiography was discontinuous with traditional

conceptions of the past and future by lookÍng at traditional notions of Jewish

nationalism and how it contaÍned a tension between the two ]ewish essences,

the people Israel and the Torah.

In the second chapter, I anaþe the secular cultural Zionist debate

between Ahad Ha'am Micha Berdychevki, Ha'am and Berdychevski had

different conceptíons of what the relationship between the modern etate of

Israel and the tnditional fewish past should be, Ha'am envísioned the future

state as continuous wíth the ]ewish past through his evolutionary conception

of ]ewish hÍstoriography, which was based on Romantic philosophy.

Berdychevski, repulsed by the Ha' am's authoritarian views, used Nietzsche's

views of mythic history in order to propose a counter-history which was

more in line with the Neo-Romantic shift in German philosophy, While

Ha'am thought that the future fewÍsh state should evolve dialectically out of

the fewÍsh past and be modeled after unÍversalistíc Enlightenment values of

' I bonow part of Hayden White's definition of "ideology" : "t set of prescriptions for
takinga positíon in the present world of social praxis and actingupon it (eítherto chanç the
world orto maíntaín Ít in its cu¡¡ent state)j,.," I cut out Whíte's idea that ideologiee "are
attended by argrments that claim the authority of 'science' or 'realism' " since I call ]ewish
fundamentaliet movemente "ideological" ín myúourth chapter, (Hayden White, Metahistory
(Baltim ore : ]ohns Hopkins University P ress, 797 3), p,22),
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morality and peace, Berdychevski thought that the state should make a

radical break wÍth the ]ewish past, and be particularistÍc as well as militarily

strong,

In the thtrd chapter,I examine how the two ideologies I have outlined

were reflected ln modern ZionÍst adaptatione of messianism and the

historiography of messianism, First, I discuss the messianic Zionism of

foseph Klausner, who,like Ha'am, envisioned the future lewish state as the

embodíment of EnlÍghtenment values, a "light unto the nations," Klausner's

vÍsion of the |ewÍsh state influenced hÍs hÍstory of |ewish messianism, which

defines the |ewish messÍanic idea as the representatÍon of universalistic

Enlightenment values, I compare Klausner's vision to the messianic Zionist

vision of Uri Zvi Greenberg, who foresaw a militaríly strong ]ewish state.

Greenberp like Berdychevski, developed a negatÍve view of the Diaspora Jews

who emigrated to Israel because of anti-semitism rather than messianic

devotÍon, Greenbert expressed support for the Isneli nativist myth, which

desired a break wÍth the ]ewish past, through apocaþtic imagery. In the final

section of the chapter, I examine Gershom Scholem's historÍography of

|ewish messÍanism, which incorporates both continuous and discontinuous

visions of the future. Scholem divided |ewish messianísm into two

categories of fo¡¡ces, the utopÍan-apocaþtic and the restorative: the utopian

foresees a future which will be a break with the past, while the restorative

foresees the future as continuous with the past. I discuss how Scholem's

messianÍc theory was influenced by modern ideologies,

In the final chapter, I critique Scholem's hÍstoriofaphy of messianism

by attemptÍng to apply its categories to two Israeli fundamentalist

movements, Neturei Karta and Gush EmunÍm, While it seems that Neturei

Karta should fit into Scholem's restorative category and Gush Emunim
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should fit into Scholem's utopian category, modernity PrcPoses

circumstances which make the application of Scholem's theory problematic.

Scholem assumes that acting in history is chancteristíc of restorative

messianism, since conseryatives do not reject history, and that not acting in

historyis characteristic of utopian messÍanists who reject history, However,

since actÍng in history is characteristic of modern socíety (modernity is

associated with change and innovation, as oPPosed to medieval society,

which is relatively stable Ín structure) acting in Ít is now discontinuous with

the traditional past. Action is now associated with discontinuity, and non-

action with contÍnuity, After disturbing the continuity/discontínuity

dístinction in Scholem's theory, I confront the question of whether

fundamentalist movements are continuous or discontinuous wÍth the fewish

past, I use fohnathan Webber's argument that both "fundamentalism" and

"modernism" are constnrcted categories Ín order to suggest a breakdown of

"continuity" and "discontinr.ity" in general, as well as thebreakdown of the

opposition "ahistorical" and "historical," Finally,I discuss how continuity

and discontinuÍty are historiographical ínstnrments of Power.

In thÍs paper,I use two critÍcal apprcaches:a historical-critÍcal approach

and a theological-philosophical approach, The chapters follow each other

chronologÍcally in time, in a "history of ideas" \rye of úormat, begÍnning with

the ear$ to mid-nineteenth century and ending in the mid-twentieth

century, WÍthin the chronological framework, I trace the hÍstory of the two

European ideologies, Romanticism and Neo-Romanticism, and explain how

they were adapted by fewish historians and philosophers to suit their

ideologÍcal goals,
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Chapter Oner E.tly to Mid-Nineteenth Century ]ewish Historiography: A
Change in ]ewish HistorÍcal Conscíousnets

As the liberal ideals announced by the French Revolution and

Enlightenment-- individualism, humanitarianism, and egalitarianism--

made the exclusion of the few f¡om gentile (Christian) society seem

anomalous, ]ews were faced with the task of redefining themselves ín

relation to Eurcpean society. [ews strove to embody the ideals that had led

them out of the reetrictÍon of the 6hettos, As these lÍberal Ídeals faded with

the onset of RomantÍcism, fews clungto and defended the Enlightenment

concepts which were the sr¡mbols of their emancipation, Caught between

their nostalgia for the Enlightenment and the reality of the Romantic

movement, fewish historians wrote fewish histories with specific ideologÍcal

motivations, using the historical methodologies of Romanticism either to

detach themselves from their past (an Enlightenment value) or to constnrct a

meaningful ]ewish self-identÍty (a Romantic value),

Adopting the historical methodology of RomantÍcism, nineteenth

century ]ewÍsh hístorians redefined fudaism in the form of a continuous,

developmental narrative with a transhistorical element. The fews were

defined as the bearers of a particular idea, which represented the essential

element of continuity, Choosing an Ídea that would atree with their

ideologícal goals, nineteenth century fewish historians promoted either

assimilation or ]ewish nationhood,

The notion that the Jews were the bearers of an idea rather than the

bearers of God's Torah represented a degree of discontinuity in the eyes of the

traditional |ewish communÍty, The rabbis also had created their own

privileged place in the ]ewish past and future, a place that was threatened by

the new notion of ]ewish historiography,

7



The PhilosophÍcal and ldeological Background of German'lewish

Historiognphy

The philosophy of the Enlightenment was srrmbolic of the

emancipation of the Jews in Western and Central Europe, Because this

phitosophy "transcended all differences of nationality and religion through

the unúolding of the individual personality," it formed the basis of an

ideology which allowed ]ews to leave the ghetto and enter European society

as a free and equal indivÍduals, In Germanp the |ews were emancipated

during the first decade of the nineteenth century, a relatively late date

compared to other European countries. According to Mosse, "this tÊve them

a certaÍn faith in themselves and humanÍty,"2 Jewish intellectuals seized

upon the German EnlÍghtenment concept of Bildung which carrÍed the

meaning of "education," with connotatíons of moral and character

formation. Through the virtues of Bildun6; even the ]ews could improve

themselves and become harmonious with the rest of German socíety,

through the cultivation of reason and aesthetic taete.3 The concept of

Bildung brings to mind the dominant German-fewÍsh figure of this time,

Moses Mendelssohn, who spent his intellectual life trying to prove himself a

virtuous German-]ew at the same time he strove to reconcile the |ewish

@loomin$on: I¡rdíana Unívensity Press,

1985), p,3,

'lbid, p,3,
sThrougþ the conceptof Otherness, SanderGilman explains how the German-]ew's attempt

to chanç him or herself-wae doomed frcm the etart: "Thus outsiders hear an answer form their
frntaey:-Become like ue, abandon lmur difblence- and'you maybecome one with us, On the
otherhand is the hidden qualificition of the internalized reference trouP, the-consenrative
curseiThe moreyou are likl me, the more I know thc tr¡e value of mypowerwhichyou wish to
share, and the morc that I am ¡wa¡r that yuu are but a shoddy counterfeit, an outsider, AII this
ptays itself out in thc fantasy of the outsider"(S Gilman, þ:ui¡h-Selflfslred(Baltimore: The

ioh-ns Hopkins UnivereítyPirse,198ó), p,2), Thus Gilman describes the frilure of aseimílation
ae takingilace within thEíndividual who deeiree tobecome a part of the dominant gFþuP'
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relÍgion with reason and the humanítarian values of the Enlightenment,{

However Enlightenment philosophical Ídeals as well as the social

status of the fews remained precarious in Germany; it was not lon6 after

|ewish EmancipatÍon that the reactionary ideals of the Romantic movement

took hold, While the historiogaphyof the Enlightenment supported eternal

truths and thus tended to be monlly rhetorical, with Romanticism German

phitosophybecame absorbed in a new ídeal, called Wissenschaft, the search

for an objective knowledge of history, According to Meyer, "The German

term means more than empirical science, although it includes Ít; it makes

room for speculatÍon but tempers it with historical fact,"5 By claiming that

individuals were shaped by society, which was in turn shaped by history,

Romantic historiography individualized and particularized tmth.

ThÍs new focus on history Ín the nineteenth century is usually

explained in terms of the reactionary nature of the German Romantic

movement, RomantÍcísm is a slÍppery term, although it ís generally

associated with the qualities of contínuity, growth, and development-- ideas

antithetical to the ahístorical qualities of Enlightenment, such as

transcendence and metaphysical tn¡th,

GenuÍne tnrth was now seen to ínhere in the historical
experience of mankind and to be reflected variously in
different cultures. Writers in the fields of theology,literature,
politics, and philosophy all sought to ¡oot their doctrines in
the soil of the past, Values and concepts were seen to have
evolved gradually from distant orÍgins via a contÍnuous and
organic ptocess of growth, Proper conclusions could be drawn
only from a controlled, empirical examinatÍon of available
datã, guided by maximum objectivity,ó

aMichael Myer, The Oritins of the Modern Jew (Detroit: Walme State Univereity Press,

7967>,p,144,

'Ibid, p,145,
6Meyer, Thc ldea of Jewish History (New YorklBehrman Houee, 1974),pp'22'23'
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While the Enlightenment had portrayed humans as ahistorical individuals,

Romanticism viewed humans ae the prnoducts of particular cultural historÍes,

natÍonal hístories; thus Wissenschaft marks a shift frcm the cosmopolitan

idea of humanity to the more partÍcularist concept of the nation, According

to Barnes, "the underlying premiee of the historiography of Romanticism was

the doctrine of the gradual and unconscious nature of cultural evolution in

any nation,"7 VVhÍIe Romantic historiogaPhy maintained a desire for

transcendent objectivity, it also believed that unconscious creative forces

operated in a mysterious manner which defied intellectual analysis. The

combination of the doctrÍnes of objectÍve transcendence and mystic

immanence "led to a dogma of political fatalism,"s and functioned to

promote political quÍetism, The radical ideologT of the French Revolution,

whích had been responsible forbreaking down the walls of |ewísh ghettos,

was substituted with Romantíc ideology, which promoted an organic,

gradualist conception of historical change,

This philosophical shift presented a problem for Jews, who were not

considered an Íntegral part of German national history, As the Germans

reconstnrcted their historical past, it was often characterized Ín opposition to

the |ewish pasU since ]ews were the "Other" in German society, theywere

defined negatively in order to bolster the positive nature of German history.

While the externally imposed character of |ewish law had aligned well with

the Kantian ethics of the Entightenment,e Romanticism extolled an ethic that

was internal to the human being and thus mystical in character. Hegel, for

instance, consÍdered JudaÍsm as the "antithesís of his own philosophy ín so

? Har4r Elmer Barnee,
7962), p,178,

8lbid, p,178,

'Me1ær, Oritins. p,90'

10

(New York r Dover Publications,



far as his own philosophy is nourished by a mystical pantheÍsm."10 Since

Judaism posited a unbridgeable gap between God and human, it was

considered lower on the evolutionary scale of relÍgions than ChristÍanity,

whÍch created a union of subject and object. The scattered nature of the

|ewish people which had orrmbolized Enlightenment humanitarianism was

also turned Ínto a negatÍve trait in Romantic thought, which now extolled

the virtues of natÍonhood, Romantic thought tended to charactertze Jews as

isolated and rootless wanderers, devoid of a cohesive cultural past-- hence the

term, Wanderintlew,tt German-fewÍsh intellectuals sensed that the

Romantic movement characterized ]ews negatively, and tended to cling to

Enlightenment values long after they were out of vogue.tt Mendelssohn

himself sensed this shift during his lifetime, and, despisÍng the eff-r¡sion of

emotionalism heraldedby the Romantic philosophp flung a student's copy of

Goethe's Sor¡ows of a Young Werther out the wÍndow.1'

Despite its shÍft toward particularism, the Romantic movement was

not wholly discontinuous with the EnlÍghtenment. Nineteenth century

nationalist historiogaphy remained within a wider framework of

unÍversalism, sÍnce the ideals of Romanticism were not anti-rationalist:all

humans were deemed rational beingp, and thus able to Prctress toward a

(London: Weidenfeld and Nicoleon Ltd,, 1 9ó3), p,ó9,
rrMelrcr,Idea of lewish Flistory. p,22,

'2Deepite the tcndencytoward m1rctícism in Romantic, and particularlyin Heçlian
thougþt, iewish historiani Ígnored the mystic aspects of theirown history. Accordingto David
Biale, "Irrationalism or m1æticism wae ewept under the rug, at were the revolutionary or
apocaþtic tendenciee in ]udaism" (Gershom Scholem:Kabbalah and Counter-History 

_
(Cambridç: Harvard Unívereity Prees, 7979), p,ó), Biale explains this byfhe frct that Jews
were not onlyinterested in promoting ]ewish pride,but also in in prcvingthat the ]ews
deeenred complete emancipation (p,18), Since Mendelsoohn, Jewe had defined themselvee æ
the embodimãnt of Entigþtenment ntionalist ideals which had prcvided tþebasis of their
emancipation, It wae nofuntil Romanticísm became more particularistic, and ]ews $ye lP
their deiire for inclusíon, that the mystic clements in ]udaism came to the fore, Thís is the
subject of mysecond chapter,

|3Melær, Qrigint p,85,
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higher degree of self-consciousness. According to Hayden White, the realism

of nineteenth century historical thought is associated with the new desire to

"search for adequate grounds forbelief in prcgress and optimism in the fuII

awareness of the failure of eighteenth century historical thinkere to provÍde

those grounds,"r{ The gradualist nature of Romantic historiogaPhy

functioned to ensure that the ideals of the Enlightenment, such as the

"rational" and the "ethÍcal" could not be threatened with dissolution, White

associates the gradual pace of change, when ",.,the fundamental stnrcture of

society ie conceived to be sound, and some change is seen as inevitable, but

change itself is is regarded as being most effectíve when particular parts,

rather than stnrctural relationshíps, of the totality are changed,"ts with a

consen¡ative to liberal polÍtÍcal stance. Not radical change, but rather the

fixation of national identity and renewed optimism were the desired outcome

of RomantÍc historiography. In Herder's thought, for example, the highest

value was humanity, although

instead of stressing the essential similarity of all men he
chose to emphasize the unique qualities which
constituted fhe VolkgeÍst of each nation..,,His conception
represents a transítíonal stage in the process of
transformation, what maybe termed a 'humanitarian
nationalÍsm,'1ô

RomantÍc historÍography was universalist enough to allow to allow for a

fewish historical school, but not so unÍversalistic that lews could be a part of

the German school, It was during this transition period that the ScÍence of

|udaism was founded in Germany,

taWhite, Metahistory. p,48,

"Ibid, p,24,
roMeyer, Oddff, p,145,
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The Science oÍ ludaism

It was not until the nineteenth century that a rational and scientific

explanation of the totality of ]ewísh history was attempted and became central

to the European perceptÍon of the ]ewish past, ]ewÍsh Wissenschaft officially

began in 1819, when the Verein fuer Cultur und Wissenschaft der Juden (the

German-]ewish student group responsible for the beginning,s of the science of

Judaism, generally called the Science of ludaism) was úounded in Germany, as

a counterpart of the German historical school, In accord with the methods of

Romantic historiography, the Science of fudaism attempted to reconstnrct

fewish history in terms of a continuous, unfoldÍng narzative which

proceeded through several stages of development toward a final tgal,

The Science of ]udaism modeled its historical methodology on the

idealistic philosophy of Hegel, whÍch was based on the concept that history

took place withÍn the realm of ideas, Hegel viewed history as the gradual,

dialectical unfoldingof the self-consciousness of human spiritual freedom.

Each period of world history and each successÍve nation contributed to the

raising òf human self-consciousness, the highest degree of which was

represented by the Universal Spirit¡ "When we glance at world history in

general, we see a tremendous picture of transformatÍons and actions, an

ínfinite of varied formulatíons of peoples, states, individuals, in restless

succession, Everything that can enter and Ínterest the mÍnd of man, every

sentiment of goodness, beauty, greatness is called into play,"1t Every nation

and indivÍdual was granted the ability to contribute to Hegel's notÍon of the

UnÍversal Spirit,

Hegel's philosophyof history was pertinent to the ]ews, whom,

'7G,W,F,
Merill Co,,1

Heçl, Reason in Flistory, tnnslatedbyRobert Hartman (New York¡The Bobbe-

953), pp,87-88,
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considered devoid of a normal national character, could be understood to

play a significant role in the advance of the human spirit as the bearer of their

own particularidea,ls The Science of ]udaísm assumed the "monotheistic

idea--" the concept of the unity of God-- as the essence of Judaism,

Monotheism stood at the beginning of Jewish history and was realized only

imperftctlyby the fews themselvesi the Science of Judaism considered the

entire course of |ewish history as the stnrggle for the monotheistic idea to

attain universality, Since the monotheistic idea was not tied to the

institutÍons of statehood, the dissolution of political sovereignty did not sever

the development of the Jewish people-- this principal provided a means of

getting around Hegel's belief that the ]ewÍsh people had made theÍr

contribution and been superseded long atg,tt

The Scíence of ]udaism combined the concepts of Wissenschaft

(objective historiography) and the more speculative Hegelian idealism in

order to promote particular ideological aims. Contained within these two

methodologÍes were the possibilities of furthering ]ewish integration and,/or

promoting a lewísh spiritual revival, |ewish hÍstorians tended to have one or

both of these goals,

Nathan Rotenstreich argues that ear$ ]ewish historiography was Ín

fact devoid of the particularíst ideological tendencies associated with

RomantÍcism; its basic tenets remained more in line with the previous age of

Enlightenment than with the Romantic spírÍt of national revival,

Emphasizing its value as an objective science rather than a means of

constn¡cting a new ]ewish identity, the Science of ludaism reflected its own

members' desires úor disengagement from the |ewish past.æ The

'8Míchael Mepr, Idea of Jewish History. pp,23-24,

'elbid, p,24,
20Nathan Rotenstreich, Tradition and Reality(New YorkrRandom House, 7972),p24,
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historiography of the Science of Judaism was vÍewed by its members as a

means of access to the councils and salons of thelr time,

...Those who studied the works of fudaism and brcught them
to the light of all men were entitled to rights in t!e spiritual
area and, by extension, to rÍghts in the socÍety and the state,.,.
Because their historÍography was scientific and by definition
the propetty of everyone.regardless of relÍgion, theybroutþt
people ilosèr together and put an end to the alienation of the

]ew fiom his environment,2t

The very idea that its historícal research was objective and value-free acted to

promote the Science of ]udaism's ideological prcject, which was to dispel the

prejudice brought about by Romanticism's anti-semitic tendencies. The

Science of |udaism was more Ínterested in dispellÍng negative Jewish

stereotlryes, provÍng the ]ews were not primitive or alien in relation to

Western culture, than in promoting a positÍve definÍtion of |udaism. By

making |udaism compatible with the Universal Spirit, the goal of the Science

of |udaism's research was the full integration of the ]ews into the wider

society.22 One fewish hÍstorian who fits Ínto this school is Leopold Zunz, a

founder of the Science of |udaÍsm who thought that ]ewÍsh literature should

be studied "'in its fullest compass ôs an object of research, without worzying

whether the total contents should be or can be also a norrn for our own

judgments."'23 Zunz's essay, "The Suffering of the |ews," seems to be aimed

more at the modern German reader than to the German-]ewish reader; hÍs

main goat is to demonstrate that |ewish hÍstory is the history of suffering,

which provides an explanation for the anti-ChrÍstian invectives in medieval

fewish manuscripts, Zunzstates, "The mournfuI road,,,from Constantine to

Charles V sustains the opinion that in the Middle At"t the hlstory of the

2rlbid, p,34,

" R, Mendes-Flor and J, Reínhatz,ede , The Jew in the Modern World: A Documentary
History (New Yorkr Oxford University Press, 1980), pp,l 82-5'

" Leopold Zunz quoted in Mq¡er, Idea of Jewish History. p.23.
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European lews princÍpatly exhibits a mere series of hostile experiments for

the extermination of these sufferers, It also justífies the opinion which was

naturally formed concerning the authors of such hotrors."2{

Although a maln goal of the ScÍence of fudaism's research was to

promote |ewish integration, this research cannot be confined to a desire úor

detachment f¡om the past, The Science of fudaÍsm was also the primary

ideologÍcal tool of Reform |udaism, a movement that desÍred increased

acculturation but not complete assimÍlation, By appealÍng to history, and

especially to the HegelÍan model of evolutionary development, the Reform

|ews achieved a means of retainÍng their ]ewish identity while proving their

loyalty as citizens,

According to the Hegelian-]ewish model, Jewish history was divided

into three stages, which were roughly compatible with the periods of political

sovereignty, exile, and Enlightenment. Although each ]ewÍsh historian

characterized these periods slightly dífferently, they all agreed that the third

period, which represented the highest degree of ]ewish self-consciousness (the

promotion of which was, of course, the fewish historian's job), constituted

the culmination of JudaÍsm's development, According to the Reform

historians, every element of fewish history was subiect to evolution except for

the "monotheistic idea," whÍch formed the essence of the |ewish people, First

cultivated durÍng the period of political sovereignty, the monotheÍstic idea

was liberated from the confines of statehood with the destnrction of the

second Temple and exile, and was finally able to be disseminated throughout

Eurnope during the Enlightenment. By historicizing the "national element"

in Judaism, Reform historÍans claimed that exile was actually the ProPer

status of |ewish existence.

'oLeopold Zunz, "The Suffrringof the ]ewf," in Mqpr,
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Abraham Geiger, a prominent Reform historian, used Hegelian

idealism in orderto legitimize the reform of fewish liturgy and law,

According to Jacob Neusner,

The theory of the incremental hÍstory of a síngle, lin-e¡r 
-

ludalsm piayed a powerful ¡ole ín the creatÍve ate ?f Reform

|udaísm,,,,Change is legitimate, and these changes in
particular were wholly consonant with the law, or the
iradition, or the innei d¡mamics of the faith, or the dictates of
history, or whatever oui of the past worked that d"y.o

If ]udaism was constantly evolving, and its essence was the monotheistíc

idea, then institutions tike halakha could be considered as only a means of

presenring monotheÍsm, rather than as intrinsic to the idea. With the self-

consciousness that fudaism was "a constantly evolving organism"2ó and the

knowledge of the historical laws that affected that evolution, the Reform

hístorians were able to justify Reform as an inevitable outcome of the ]ewish

historical process, The Science of ]udaism's means of using history to

legitÍmÍze Reform and assÍmilationÍst ideology is summed up well by Whitel

There does, in fact, appear to be an ir¡educible Ídeological
component in every historical account of reality.','the very
claim to have distinguished a past from a present world of
social thought and piaxis, and to have determined the formal
coherence of that past world, implÍes a conception of the fi¡rm
that knowledge of the present world also must take, insofar as

it is continuous with that past world,27

Whether it functioned to detach the ]ews from theír past or create a spiritual

revival of ludaÍsm, the continuous, evolutionary concePtion of ]ewish

hÍstory tended to provide a ideological program for the present rather than

promote a radical break with the past, Even those ]ewish historians who

25]acob Neusrrer, The Death and Birth of Judaism (New York: Basic Books, 1987), p,9ó,
tt lsmar *horrch in Neusner, The Death and Birth of ludaism. p,101,
27White, Mctahistory, p,27,
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wet€ unlnterested in relating their fewish historÍes to the contemporary

questÍon of fewish identity set themselves ln continuous relationshlp wÍth

the past and therefore based their own particular position on the authority of

that past,

By constnrcting the past in order to validate the present reality of

]ewish assimilatíon, the early nineteenth century ]ewish historÍans created

their own privileged places within their own views of history, The later

nationalist historians therefore countered Reform's claims through an appeal

to a dlfferent view of the |ewish historical field. Heinrich Graelz is one

nineteenth century lewish historian whose historiography transformed

Reúorm's Hegelian-fewish model in order to lead the ]ews to a different

destiny,

Heinrich Graetz

A prÍmary ideological component of the Science of |udaism's research

was contaÍned in the notion that the essence of |ewish continuity did not exist

in the form of |ewish institutions, and especially not in Jewish statehood.

Heinrich Graelz, one of the first German-fewÍsh historians to emphasize the

continuity of the fewÍsh national element in addition to the monotheistic

element, represented a break with this assimilationist view of Jewish history.

Graetz maintained that ]udaism was a legal, polÍtical, and social system as

well as a system of religious dogma,ts Graetz was able to counter the

historicization of the ]ewish national element which had been the basis of the

assimilationist ideologyby combiningHegelian Ídealism with the historicism

of Leopold Ranke, Graetz belÍeved that ideals were contained in the form of

socÍal stn¡ctures; an ideal such as "monotheism" could not exist

p,sz,
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independently of a body polÍtic,2'

Graetz etates that his maÍn problem with assimilationist Jewish

historians wre their refusal to consider |ewish history in its totality, Graetz

was opposed to the fact that whole periods in their works were treated as

historícal mishapsbecause theywere considered unrelated to the "ersence" of

]udaism, Samuel Holdheim, for example, considered medieval rabbinic

ÍnstÍtutions as regreesive, the result of rabbis desperately clingÍng to political

fragments of a vanished state,3o Graetz rejects the view that medieval Jewish

institutions were superfluous to fudaism, Rather, he believes that

,,,the totality of Judaism is dÍscernible only in its history, Its
complete nature, the sum of its Powers, becomes clear only
in the light of hÍstory,,,.If an idea has fought its way
througtrinto realÍty, if it has moved through the malifold
configurations of history, then we may assume that all the
actual forms brought fofth were origínally immanent,3l

Graetz denies the relevancy of any fewish essence that does not have a basis

in concrete historical institutions, Although Graetz continues to support the

concept of overridÍng ideas in fewish history, he believes that the essence

should be coneidered immanent to history, rather than transcendent to it:

"history only ripens the seeds of an idea,"32

Although he refuses to prioritize the philosophical idea of history over

the historical events themselves, Graetz's history of the ]ews is stnrctured

according to HegelÍan dialectic and periodization and does include the

concept that that there are certain elements, or ideals, which are essentíal to

the character of a people, Graetz describes the emergence of Judaism as the

tn Ismar Sdrorsch, "Ideologr and Sbr¡cture," in Ismar
Stmcture of Jewish History and OtherEssays (New York

Schorsd¡,ed"@
r ]ewish Theological Seminary,

1975),p,41,

'olbid, p,41,
ttHeinrich Gnelz,"The Stn¡cture of Jewish History," in Schorcsh, ed,, He.inrish-G.nelzi

P,ós,
"Ibid, p,ó5,
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triumph of the monotheistic Ídea over paganism, Because paganism equated

the gods and nature, it reduced human action to necessity and

predeterminism, Monotheism, on the otherhand, posited God ae the

ultimate authority, a creator ex nihilo, and thus introduced free will into the

human realm as well. Howeverby positing monotheism, a negation of the

past, as an essential idea of |udaism ,Graelz does not significantly counter the

assimilationist historians, Significantly, Graetz goes further to posÍt an

additional positive Ídea of ]udaism, which mir:rored his own conception of

fudaism as a national entity:

The monotheistic idea is not even the primary principle of
|udaism,,,,it only marks the beginnÍng of its career,,, The
revealed idea ofGod exists not úor itsell in order to be known
merely in a theoretical fashion, but seeks, at the same tÍme, to
be a häly institution whÍch furthers earthly happiness, The
concept of God must immedÍatelybecome a concePt of the
state.33

By giving monotheism the particularistíc context of statehood, Graetz

redescribes the Hegelian framework put forwatd by the Science of ]udaism,

Like his predecessors, Graetz uses Hegelian method in dividing history

into three periods, Each period includes stages of rise and decline þut not

degeneration3{) with each period resembling the previous one, so that Jewish

hÍstory takes on a upwardly spinling cyctical pattern, Graetz's hÍstory follows

a Hegelian teleological pattern:in each period, the fews face the dangers of

self-estrangement and dissolution, but overcome them by negating the past

and thereby attaining a higher degree of self-consciousness and freedom'

However, unlike his predecessors, Graetz insists that the dialectical pattern

"Ibid, p,ó9,

'nAccordingto Hegpl fudaiem had reached ite peak of developme_nt longagp^and now was a

fossilized gþoet peoplé, its creativity drained (Gilman, T,ewish self-JJatrç.d. 
P,.?çOl, 

Graetz, as

well ae híipredeceeiore, had to confront thís problematic aspect of Heçl's phíIosophybefore
he could apply it to ]ewish historiognphy, 
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does not lead to complete negatÍon, While at times one element is stronger

than the other, the two prominent ideas of fudaism, religion and state, are

intrinsic to each other and therefore present throughout fewísh history:

,,,these material and socÍal PulPoses are Peruneated by
metaphysical ideas, formed by and intenuoven wÍth religious-
dogmas.,,,Knowledæ of Godând social welfare, religious truth
anã political theoryform the two comPonenls of Judaism
whÍãh are destined to flow through history thoroughly
mixed."35

By characterizing his own perÍod as one of self-estrantemenl, Graelz further

rebels against his predecessors who insist that the integration of the Jews and

other European peoples is the goal of fudaism, since it will result in the

complete dissemination of the monotheÍstic idea. Graetz's history replaces

the assimilatÍonist Ídeology of the Reform historians with ]ewish nationalist

ideology.

Nineteenth century ]ewish historÍography thus had three basic

characteristÍcs: it was evolutÍonary in that it assumed that certain Jewish

institutions were subject to a teleological pattern of change, ratÍonal in that

assumed a degree of maximum objectivity, and continuous in that it

presupposed an eternal "essence" of fudaÍsm which transcended the Process

of evolution, The constn¡ction of an evolutionary conception of Judaism

could be seen as either an attempt to link ]udaism with the unfolding World

Spirit or to revive ]udaism relÍgiously or natÍonally. In either case, the

rabbinic halakhic system was viewed as subiect to evolutionary change, so

that the fewish people was priorÍtized overthe halakhíc system, Some

members of the the Science of fudaism, Iike Leopold Zunz and Samuel

Holdheim, thought that the rabbinic system of halkha was a mistake, while

" P,77,"u Graetz, "Stn¡cture,
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others, like Abnham Gieger, viewed the system as no longer necesstry,

Graetz thought that the keepíng of halakha in his own day was imperative,

since the |ews needed ensure theÍr unity Ín the face of threatened

disintegration; however, he did not think that the halakha would be a

necessary institution once the fews had reachieved statehood and thus

guaranteed their unity, In the next section, I will demonstrate how

nineteenth century lewish historiography, which historicized halakha, was

discontinuouc with and alien to the ways ]ews traditionally thought about

themselves in relation to their past and their communÍty.

Eastern Eurcpe, Traditional lewish Nofions of the Past, and the Continuity
of Rabbinic Authority

The emergence of EnlÍghtenment concepts in eastern Europe and their

influence on the ]ewish communlties there lollowed a very different pattern

from that of the West, In eastern Europe, the emergence of the Haskalah

(equivalent to the Enlightenment Ín Western Europe, although the

Enlightened ]ews felt greater responsibility of reformíng not only themselves

but also the superstitíous, ir:ratÍonal ]ews* ) was not accompanied by

emancipation and socioeconomic development. The eratic and repressive

policies of the CzarÍst government caused a breakdown of tradÍtional ]ewish

institutions, such as the Kahal and Council of the Four Lands, but did not

Hatred.p,134) who were in need of ¡eform,
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trant the |ews full civil rights, The maskilim, secularlewish intellectuals

who sought the reform of the fewish masses, were a mÍnority who had to

rely on gentile tovernment authoritÍes to reform the i¡zational practices of

the ]ews, All of these factors led to a feeling of deep mistnrst of

modernization amont the traditional Jewish masses.

With limÍted ability to change ]ewish society, the maskilim did not try

to fight against the stn¡cture of the lraditÍonal way of life. TheÍr main goal

was to have the fews take up more productive trades and reform their

educational system,37 The primary goal of this educatÍonal reform was to

intrcduce the study of fewish history, as well as other secular subjects, into

traditÍonal Ínstitutions of Torah learning, For the most part, however, rabbis

rejected reform of the Jewish educational system and even adopted a

reactÍonary stance toward the infiltration of secularism.

Why did the eastern European fewish communities reject the study of

history? Several modern historians have accused the Jews of lacking a

historiographical tradition or consciously rejecting fewÍsh histories, Hayim

Yen¡shalmi asks,

...Why did the rabbis not see fit to take up where bÍblical
historybroke off? For the fact is that the rabbis neither
wrote post-biblical history nor made any special effort to
presenre what they may have known of the course of
historical events in the ages immediately preceding them
orin theirown time,,,,IJnlike thebiblical writers the
rabbis seem to play wÍth Time as though with an
accordion, expCnding and collapsing it at will.38

Yen¡shalmi offers several possible reasons for the absence of historiography

amont ]ews, One is that the ]ews did not need hÍstory-- all they needed was

the biblical record, which seemed capable of explaining any subsequent event,

"' Ehud Luz, B¡¡gllebMcst (New YorkrThe Jewish PublÍcation Society,1988), p,5,

" H.)n* Yen¡shalmi, (Seattlel The
Unívereíty of Washingon Press, 7982), pp,26-27 ,
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Another reason was that the rabbis perceived themselves to be in an

ahistorical transition period between "destn¡ction and redemption,"s ]ewr

did not record anythingbecause curzent events revealed nothing new or

relevant to the prospect of redemption.

Yen¡shalmÍ's interpretation of the "lack" of fewish historiography

throughout the medieval period reflects many of the assumptions that

modern fewish historians characterietically make about DÍaspora |udaism,

First of all, it arsumes that after the destn¡ction of the Temple the fews

abandoned politics. Instead, the rabbis were caught up in biblical literature, so

absorbed they did not know what was going on around them, Second, it

assumes that ]ews were caught in the powerless position between destrrrction

and redemption:messianic thought proves that the |ews were politÍcally

impotent, and could only long for return to the status of political sovereignty

described ín the bible. Finallp it assumes that modern categories, like

hÍstoriography, can be imposed upon medieval times, Yen¡shalmi describes

the sages who read the bible¡ ",,.They salvaged what they felt to be relevant to

them, and that meant, in effect, what was relevant to the life of the ]ewÍeh

people."m Thr.oughout his dlscussion of the study of the bible, Yenrshalmí

makes almost no reference to halakha, but instead speaks about how the

rabbis viewed thebible as a hÍstorical record of the life of the ]ewish nation,

Yen¡shal*i.rr.,rrres that messianism and nationalism were primary

"Ibid, p,24,
oolbid, p,25,
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categories for traditional fews, since they were for modern ]ews.{t

Peter Burke artues the case that medieval ways of viewing the past

wet€ dnstically different from modern ways, Not just fews, but aII medieval

societies tended to lack t sense of hÍstorÍcal anachronÍsm, awareness of

evidence, and interest in causation,{2 and therefore could not be expected to

have the same historiographical methods of modern socÍety, Medíeval

society did not have the same sense of hietorical perspective, or sense of

change, that modern society has, nor dÍd it tend to look at the past critÍcally,

Burke explains this lack of hsitorical sense in in terms of power relations:

socÍal change was slow. He states that "medÍeval society, n¡Ied by custom,

could not afford the awareness of the dÍfference between past and present and

the consequent irelevance of precedent,"{3 In the Middle Ages, the bible, law,

or almost anything written down was viewed as evidently tn¡e and eternal,

This medieval view of time is especially evident in the aggadic texts, where

Adam can instn¡ct Seth in the Torah.ü

Burke's descrÍption of the medÍeval sense of the past may lead one to

ask why, if the sense of stability was so great in medieval society, would fews

be constantly looking forward to a great upheaval in theÍr way of life, in the

form of the messiah? Biale explaÍns that ]ewish thought after 70 CE was much

r'Ãñõi[erasiumption Yenrshalmi makee is that the Jews canbe studíed in isolation,
Richard Bonfil pointCout that this ís c common fault of modern Jewísh historÍographers. BonfiI
states, "Few echólar have shown rwarenese of the need to adopt such a comparative
approach, Is this an expreesion of the çneral failure to study ]ewish history as org¡nically_
Iinked to çnenl hietory, and the convèntion of teatingit as eomehow pertainingto the realm
of the 'other'? Ie it a cor,ollaryof the essentialtyludeo-Christian cultural tradítion of the West
which has bequeathed to ue the ídec that Jewish olhernese is to be conceived as total, im.¡Inn$
thc near-eseeñtiat difference of everything that belonp to Jewish existence in history-?"(R'
Bonfil, "How Golden Was the Agp of the Renaissqnce in |ewish Historiognphy?," History
and Theory 27 (1988), p,79), The víew that ]ewish historyprcceede in isolation of other
peoplee ie ihancteristlc of nineteenth century historiography ae well as the historiography of
Scholem, who I will discuse in the third chapter,

a2PeterBurke,(NewYork:St.Martin'sPress,19ó9),p.1.
'3lbid, p,19,
ao Yenrshalmi, Zshar, p,17,
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more complex than a constant future hope (orhope forthe future through

study of the past). On the one hand, all thinkers vÍewed exile as

fundamentally abnormal, At the same tÍme, however, these same thinkers

developed theories to justify Diaspora lifu, Biale interTrets messÍanÍc

doctrines f¡om a political perspectÍve in order to support a view of lewish

political power rather than powerlessness,{t

Biale bases his perspective on the instances when rabbis made the

rabbinic powerstn¡cture continuous with the fewish past and future, Biale

points to Maimonides, who stated that at the time of the messÍah, "The world

would follow its normal course,"s whÍch meant the rabbinic power stnrcture

would not be overth¡own. Maimonides viewed King David, the ancestor of

the future messiah, rs an adherent to the laws of the Torah, and regarded the

Diaspora courts as analogous to the Sanhedrin which was to be reconstituted

in messÍanic times, Biale poínts to rabbis who called Moses "our rabbÍ," thus

turning him into a source of rabbinic tegitimacy. Moses was also said to have

received the Oral Law, which was a body of rabbinic legÍslation, at the same

time he received the Written Law on Mt, Sinai; this formed the basis of the

proof of the rabbis' divÍne appointment and exclusive claim to knowledt".ot

The collapse of past and present in medieval times allowed the rabbis

to entrench themselves within a position of power in the fewish community,

The political position of the rabbi and the rabbinic stmcture of authoriþ the

Torah, were seen to have existed since SinaÍ, and were foreseen to exÍst ín

messianÍc times. Although traditional ]ews with a medieval concept of

New Yorkl Schocken Books,

198ó), pp,34-35,
otMaímonídes in David BíaIe, Powerand Powerlessness' P,41,
17lbid, pp,414ó, Biale statee that "Since meditatíone on meeeianism_ epan manycenturies

and Íncludãï wide varietyof opinionø it is impoesible to definc tåe rabbiníc messianic
doctrine"(pp, 38-39),
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history did not "prove" the continuity of the Torah lÍke the nineteenth

century historÍans proved the continuity of the monotheistÍc idea, the

stnrcture of continuÍty is simÍlar Ín both instances: the essential element of

continuity chosen by each socÍety has ideological, or political, meaning.

The nineteenth century view that historíography should supersede, or

be combined, with Torah necessarily put the continuity of the Torah in

danger, since a modern "sense of the past" (as Burke describes it) would

require placing rabblnic instítutions, such as Law, the Rabbi, and Israel into

historical context. The rabbis rejected the historÍcízation of their stn¡cture of

authority, the Torah. They refused to assume the view that the |ewish people,

as the source of the "monotheistic idea," should be prioritized over the

Torah, or the halakha,

This becomes especially evident f¡om the rabbinic view of |ewish

nationalism, which placed the value of the Jewish people as an ethnic gr,ouP

over the ]ewish people as a relÍgious tloup, As the maskilim in eastern

Europe urged the rabbis to reform traditional education and modify halkha in

the name of "the material Ímprovement of ournation,"{s not one rabbi

would support reforms, Luz also explains the emergence of the Musar

movement as a response to the Haskalah's focus on the collective nation

rather than the Torah, The Musar Ídeology, founded by Rabbi Israel Salanter,

attempted to stren$hen the yeshivah student's individual resolve by

stressing the ethical values behÍnd the commandments and Torah learning.

According to Rivkah Schatz, the Musar's emphasis on the inner self wíth

accompanying indifference to social realities resembled the Hasidic

movement's emphasis on introversion and mystic spÍrÍtualism,{e Not only

"AÐ, Go¡don in Lr¡2, Parallels Meet. p,13,
aeR, Schatz in Luz, Parallels Meet. p'12,
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did the Musar consciously refuse to look at the past ln the modern historical

sense but they also were focused on attaining indÍvidual ethical and,/or

spiritual betterment rather than in impr.oving the welfare of the community

as a whole, Not only did the Musar ideologT attempt to stren$hen the Power

of the halakha in the yeshÍva etudent's life, but it also placed extra focus on

the individual ratherthan the collectÍve fewÍsh people,

Relìgious "proto-Zionismu and the mattifim

One means of gaugÍng the degree of discontinuity historical and

nationalist ways of the thinking posed to the traditional conceptions of

community and communal authority Ís by examining the new messianic

doctrine of the a "proto-nationalist" thinker, Rabbi Yehuda Alkalai' AIkaIai

was a rabbi in Semlin, a ]ewish community in a border area, near Serbia, He

lived and w¡ote during the ear$ nineteenth century and was influenced by

the nationalist upheavals ping on a¡.ound hÍm, As early as 1834, Rabbi

Alkalai's writinp called úor the creation of JewÍsh colonies in Israel through

human effort, When in 1840 a trcup of secular, philanthropic |ews rescued

the ]ews of Damascus from an accusation of Blood Libel, Alkalai was

convinced that the event was a sign that the fews must take redemption into

theirown hands,s

According to Luz, Yehuda Alkalai's doctrine points to two major

changes in traditional thought:that the messiah depended on collective as

well as individual repentance and that the messiah should be divided ínto

"natural" and "miraculous" elements, In his essay "The Third Redemption,"

Alkalai calls upon a change in traditional ways of thinking about redemption:

There are two kÍnds of return¡ indívÍdual and collective.
Individual return means that each man should turn away
fiom his evil personal ways and repenU the way of such

(New York: Athenium, 19ó9), P,104,
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repentance has been prescribed in the devotional books of
our relÍgious tradition. This kind of repentance is called
indÍvidual, because it ís relative to the particular needs of
each man. Collective return means that all Israel should
return to the land which is the inherÍtance of our fathers,
to receive the Divine command and to accept the ¡rcke of
Heaven, This collective return was foretold by all the
prophets; even though we are unworthy, Heaven will
Lelþ us, úor the sake of our holy ancestors.sl

According to Luz, the traditional notion of messianism called for repentance,

which was in turn based on individual halakhic acts. If this thesis ís correct,

AlkalaÍ's emphasis on the need for collective repentance as well as indÍvidual

repentance would support the idea that the concept of the people Israel

needed to be raised to a hígher level with respect to Torah in order for

nationalist thinkÍng to become tenable in the traditional community,

Another problem that Alkalai needed to confiont was the tradÍtional notion

that the messianic return could not be attempted by human means, In order

to get around this prescription, he proposed that the messíah be broken up

into two stagesr the natural, or material, stage, which required human

initiative, and the miraculous stage. This new notion of messianÍsm made

collective return preconditÍonal to the miraculous redemption.

It is significant that despite the major innovation in messianic

thinking that Alkalai proposed, he did not come into major conflict with

other rabbis, This is because Alkalai never doubted that settlement in Israel

would be anythingbut a holy enterprÍse which would in no way supersede

the halakha. Alkalai looked forward to renewing public commandments, líke

sacrifice in the Temple which would have to be rebuílt through human

activity. Alkalai also based his concept of return on textual precedent' He

provides a foundatÍon for his new Íocus on human action through a new

rd Redemption" in The Zionist ldea. ed, by Hertzberg , p,10ó,
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interpretation of the lines, "'Turn back to Me, and I will turn

back to you,'[Malachi 3r7], and the Gemara says "'All the ends have passed,

and [redemption] depends only on repentance,'[Sanhedrin 97b]."52 Alkalaí

reinterprets the line frcm Malachi to mean that the ]ews must make the

collective effort to return to lerusalem, rather than spending the years

repentingin the Díaspora. Because Alkalaí's messianic doctrine still supports

the contÍnuity of the halakha and rabbinic leadership, it was not rejected by

rabbis and even provÍded a foundation for later Orthodox religious Zionists,

Anothermark of the change natÍonalist thinkingbrought about was in

the content of the speeches of the mattifim, the Zionist preachers. The mattif

was a particularbrand of maggid, itinerant preachers who traveled

throughout Lithuania giving charismatic speeches in the study houses,

Through the maggidim (plural of maggid), spÍrÍtual Ínformation could be

passed on to ]ewish communities all over eastern Europe, Relying on Rabbí

MordecaÍ Eliasberg's description, Luz outlines two differences between the

traditional maggids and the new mattifs:

First, the maggid took his material from the Biblical and
rabbinic texts, whereas the mattif relied on Íncidents drawn
]ewish history, Second, the thnrst of the mattid's messate
was to scorn this world and Íts vanitÍes, whereas the mattif
had to inspire his listeners to labor diligently and despise
idleness, In particular, he had to 'exalt agricultural labor and
lívestock raÍsÍng over commerce, which had been the ]ews'
maÍnstay throughout their Exíle,' since 'our ancestors had
always been farmers and shepherds,'53

The mattif had to combine the rhetorÍcal tropes from the traditional literature

with the ideas of the Haskalah and ]ewish nationalism in order to form a

bridge between the intellegentia and the masses,* In this description of the

s2 Luz, Parallels Meet. p,43,
u' Ibid p,108 (includíng quote by Eliasberg),
sllbid, p,108,
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messate of the mattifim, the infiltration of history, or the substitution of the

history of the fewish people for the concept of lndividual repentance, is

evident. Eliasberg's descríption of the maggid demonstrates the change of the

thinking nationalism needed to engender: |ews had to gain a sense of the

continuity of |ewÍsh peoplehood in addition to or instead of the continuíty of

Torah before they could consider the idea of Jewish nationalism and Zionism'

None of these ZionÍst precursors ever threatened the priority of the

Torah in fewish life, which enabled the idea of Zionism to be accepted in

some Orthodox circles, After the progoms in 1880, a new sense of urgency and

unification descended on the ]ewish intellegensia and the few rabbis who

were open to the idea of Jewish nationalism. This brief fusion between the

secular and the religious Zionists necessitated a much greater compromise ín

the religíous than the secularcamp, The rabbis who laterbecame known as

the Mizrachi, or religious Zionists, needed to allow for ",,.the elevation of

national unÍty to the level of a guiding principle of public lífe, intended to

stem the disÍntegration of lewish socie\r."5s When the Orthodox rabbis

complained to Rabbi Molhilewer, one of the three major members of the

religÍous Zionist faction, that the settlers in Israel were not obeying the

commandments, he responded to them, "'the Holy One Blessed Be He prefers

that His children dwell in His land even though they do not obsen¡e the

Torah as they should, rather than that they dwell in exile and observe it

properly."'5' Here one can see the tension that Zionism would later produce

in the Orthodox community, the impending conflict between the concept of

]ewÍsh peoplehood and the Torah.

uulbid, p,47,
ttMohilewerin Luz, Parallels Meet. p'47'
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Conclusion: Historiography as a Change in the Practice and Locus oÍ

Authority

According to Schlomo Avineri, "every national movement in Europe

was accompanied or even preceded-- by the emertence of a new and

revolutionary hístorÍcal consciousness, through which the new or renascent

nation expressed Íts self-awareness and its new Ímage. A call for a national

future was always voiced in the context of the discovery of the historical past

or its reinterpretation,"sT In thÍs chapter I have attempted to describe how

nineteenth century Jewish historiography was discontínuous with traditional

notions of history.

In his essay "Tn¡th and Power," Michel Foucault describes the means

of social change as ",,.not changing people's consciousnesses-- or what's in

their heads-- but the political, economic, institutional re6ime of the

production of tnrth."ut Foucault's description of location of change is useful

in terms of thinking about the transformatÍon in "historical consciousness"

that took place amont the fews in both Western and Eastern Europe: it

involved a change in the locus of authority, f** halacha and the rabbinical

method of prescribing for the present by way of textual precedent, to history

and the ratÍonal, historiographical methods of interpretation, Schorsch

describes this shift in his essay "Stnrcture and ldeology":

In nineteenth-century Germany the study of ]ewish history
functioned as both authority and medium, Constnred as

authority, a proper readíng of fewish history could yield the
indispensable guidelines and validating principles to
determine thefuture shape of ]udaism,lnvoked as medÍum,
]ewish history could readily provide an interpretatÍon of
]udaism in terms of the idealistic idiom of the century..,.In the
wake of emancipation, with the repudiation of Jewish law and
the historicizatÍon of philosophy, history assumed the role of

(New York: Basic Books, 1981), P,23.
t'Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge. ed. and trans,byColin Gordon (New York:Pantheon

Books,1980), p,133,
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both, It became the functional equivalent of halakhah and
philosophy in the medieval world.u'

Nineteenth century fewish historiography had its own politics of tnrth, a

discourse which accorded new status to historians, those "charged with saying

what counts as true,"to The historical means of defining ]udaism was bound

to conflict with halachic means of the traditional fewish authorities, a conflÍct

Foucault describes as a battle for tnrth, which is ultimately a battle for power.

In the nineteenth century, there was an increasing tension between the

two sr¡mbols, Torah and Israel,lsrael was sr¡mbolic of the ]ewish people, and

thus modern nationalism, while Torah was symbolic of the rabbinic halakhic

system, or traditional Diaspon life. In the cultural Zionist debate, which I

will dÍscuss in the next chapter, the tension between these two srTmbols will

be cnrcÍal, as Ahad Ha'am and Micha Berdychevski battle over what the

relationship of the future ]ewish state to the Diaspora past should be.

Schorsch, "Ideology and " P,10,
80 Foucault, Power/KnowledSe. p,131,
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Chapter Twot Cultural Zionism and Late NÍneteenth Century fewish
HÍstoriognphy

One of the most debated subjects in the Zionist movement was the

issue of culture, Bound up in the ideological debates going on atound them

in Europe, cultural ZionÍst intellectuals grappled with the task of providÍng

an ideological definition of the natÍonal culture which was to emerge in

Palestine. Questions llke, "what would thÍs culture be lÍke in the future,

given the progressive secularization of fewish society? Would there be

continuitybetween the old and the new, or a radical break?"1 were of prime

importance to cultural ZÍonists, One cultural Zionist Ídeology I will discuss

t¡ew out of Enlightenment ideals and the concept of BildunøAhad Ha'am,

one of the first official advocates of secular cultural Zionism, came from this

perspective, Another cultural Zionist ideology developed out of a counter-

movement agaÍnst Entightenment ídeals, as a Broup of revolutionary writers

united against Ha'am's view of the future, whÍch was based on contÍnuity

with the past, This chapter will focus on the cultural Zionist debate between

Ahad Ha'am, who had an evolutíonist view of hÍstory, and Micha

Berdychevski, who, opposed to Ahad Ha'am, demanded that the future of the

fewÍsh people depended on theÍr abilÍty to make a complete break with the

fewish past.

I am focusíng on these particular thinkers because they each represent

an extreme side of the cultural Zionist debate and had tremendous Ínfluence

on the ideological future of Israel, They also provide good examples of the

way in which lews assimilated European ideologies with Jewish hÍstory and

fewish concernsi each internalized to some extent the negative images of ]ews

whÍch were reflected in the European ideologies they espoused, while at the

' Luz, P¡r¡llcle-MçsL p,159,
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same time each used these ideologies in order to support specifically fewish

natíonalist goals, Each thinker is representative of two competing ideological

trends which were cÍrculatÍnt amont ]ewish Íntellectuale at this time, trends

which were reflected in the lewieh interpretatÍon of the meesiah, which will

be the topic of dÍscussion in my third chapter.

The ldeological Background of the Ha'am and Berdychevski Debate

The question of the type and degree of change the lews would have to

undergo beúore they could become worthy leaders and citizens of their state

wrs a matter of tremendous controversy, ThÍs controversy reflected popular

European ideologÍcal conflicts, In the last chapter,I spoke about how the

Science of Judaism and HeÍnrich Graetz explaíned fudaÍsm in terms of

Enlightenment concepts; late nineteenth century fewish historiognphy

portrayed the ]ews as a rational, high-minded people. Although Graetz's

history had nationalist implications, he did not set forth a Zionist ideological

strategy as the cultural Zionists did; at the time that Graetz wrote, the

implications of his historÍography caused hÍm to be charged in 1879 of being a

foe of ChristÍanity and the German people.2 By the late nineteenth-early

twentieth century, when the concept that the |ews constituted a state within a

state was no longer anathema to German-fews or German authoritÍes,

cultural ZionÍsts could use the evolutionary plot-stnrcture of German

Romanticism in order to support their Zionist plans for the future. Ahad

Ha'am, for example, had an evolutionary view of history which supported

his humanitarÍan vision of the Jewish state.

It was not long, however, until younter |ewish hÍstorians líke

Berdychevski rejected the German-fewish tendency to cling to humanist

p,49,
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Enlightenment concepts and attempted to assimÍlate ]udaism with more

contemporary particularist ÍdeologÍee . These historÍans rebelled against the

rationalist interpretatÍon of lewish history associated with the Science of

]udaism and Heinrich Graetz and attempted to expose the aspects of ]ewish

experience that this view of history had suppressed, such as mystical ]udaism

and fewish military movements. Rather than portray a monolÍthic |udaism

which dialectically progressed through stages of development, these

historians spoke about a |ewish history that was erzatÍc, discontinuous, and

full of internal conflÍct, This new view of history was influenced by various

readings of Nietzsche's thought as well as by the ideology of the "Pan"

movements which had taken hold in Europe and especially Germany,

George Mosse has called the ideology of the German Pan movement

"Neo-Romanticism" and has associated it with the characteristics of "racial

thought, Germanic ChrÍstianity, and Votkish nature mysticism,"3 VVhen

Germany's prclonged quest for national unity failed to live up to expectations

after political unity was achieved under Bismarck, Germans "sought

solutions by deepening and ÍntensifiTing their faith as they called for a more

'genuine' unity,"{ The type of unity the Germans sought is exemplified by

the concept of the Volk:

'Volk' signified the union of a group of people with a 
_

transcenclental'essence,' This'essence' might be called
'nature' or'cosmos' or'm1rthos,'but in each Ínstance it was

fused to man's innermost nature, and represented the
source of hÍs creativity, hÍs depth of feeling, his
individuality, and his unity with other members of the
Volk,5

The attaÍnment of this unÍty requÍred revolution, an overturnÍng of the

t6to€e L,Mosse, The Crisís of German ldeolo$¡ (New York:The
p,1,

'lbÍd, p,4,
5lbid, p,4,

3ó

Uníversal Library, 7977),



present German state, whÍch had been comrpted in modern times by

industrialization and bourgeois materialism. Mosse summarizes this

ideology as the distinction between Culture and Civilízation: while

civilization is external and artificial, culture has a souli whíIe civilízation

represents material, alienatin6 bouqgeois society (its present state), culture is

genuine and spiritual (society's future), Ratherthan point to the German

bourgeois mÍddle-class as the negative aspect of this antithetical dualism,

"..,VolkÍsh thought concentrated upon another enemy withÍn"t -- the fews,

The ]ews stood for modernity in all its destn¡ctiveness, the obstacle to tn¡e

German unity; thus they were seen to embody characteristics which were

opposed to those the Germans strived for:the ]ewish Volk was characterized

as ¡ootless, material, and virtueless.

InternalizÍng the negative images of themselves which were reflected

in Neo-Romantic ideology, manyfews came to see themselves as a rootless

and weak people, an idea which was exemplified by their lack of a land.

German writers

lntroduced a lewish stereolpe which was rapidly diffused in
the period after emancipation, It held the ]ew to be without a

soul-, without the humble German vÍrtues, and consequently
uprooted, The Jew, too, epitomízed Riehl's troublesome,
malevolent, and shiftless proletariat,...In contrast to the
German soul, which acted as a filterbetween man and cosmot,
the soul of the few was an insensitive, materialistÍc thin6.?

No longer was the "Mosaic law," which had been associated wíth the

externally imposed Kantian ethic during Enlightenment times, considered a

virtue.In Neo-Romantic Ídeology, virtue was to come from the Ínternal soul,

which was a microcosm of the cosmos. The way that fews were portrayed ín

early ]ewísh historiography also no longer fulfilled a positive PurPosei a

'IbÍd, p,7,
?Ibid, pp,12ó-7,
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legalistic, booklsh Judaism devoid of mystery or mysticism was considered

devoid of lift. Rationalietic fewish religion as well as ntionalistíc

historiographybecame a targgt of attack for |ews who had internalÍzed the

negative f ewish stereoty¡les,

Nietzsche's Ídeas about history and time provided a means of rebellion

against the lewish past ae it was portrayedbythe ScÍence of fudaism,

Nietzsche destroyed the belief in a hÍstorical past from which men might

Iearn any single, substantial tnrth. RevealÍng that people impose meaning

upon the past rather than find objective historÍcal facts, Nietzsche divided

historiography into two types: "a life-denlnnt kind, whÍch pretended to find

the single eternally true, or'proper,' *"y of regarding the past; and a life'

affirming kind, which encourated as many different visions of as there were

projects for winnint a sense of self in indÍvidual human beÍngs."8

Nineteenth century |ewish historiography was perceived as falling into the

first t1rye of historiography, since it attempted to find the timeless, rational

essence of ]udaism.

Nietzsche's ideas were used by ]ewish counter-hÍstorians like

Berdychevski in several ways: to cut ties completely with traditional Diaspora

hÍstory, to deny the idea that there is a single transhistorical essence of

]udaism, and to characterize the true character of the fewish Volk, These

three uses are contradictorybecause they are based on two different readíngs

of Nietzsche, one which affÍrms his ironic attempt to deny the possibílity of a

Volkish essencet and another whÍch interyrets his concepts of the Superman

and will to power as valuing a particular type of Volk-- strong, based in myth,

anti-intellectual, anti-modern, militaristic, and integrated under a charismatic

"White, Metahistory. p,332,
tDavid Biale, Gershom Scholem:Kabbalah and Counter-History (Cambrid¡pl Haward

University Preçs, 1979), p,38,
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leader (a Superman),to As the Neo-Romantlc ideology took hold in Germany,

the ]ewÍsh conceptÍon of the "bad" few was transferred from the

unassimilated western or eastern European |ew to the assimilated and

accultunted tew. The Hasidim were upheld by severral lewish Neo-Romantics

ae the representation of the mythic and rcoted lewish Volk,tl

The ldeas of Ahad Ha'am and Micha Berdychevski each reveal the

influence of Volkish thought. Ha'am has an evolutionary view of fewish

history, which privileges Jewish rationalism and attempts to find an essence

of ]udaism which will persÍst thr.ough the dfalectical transformation f¡om the

religious age to the secular, while Berdychevski is a NÍetzschean counter-

hÍstorian with an i¡onic view of historíography as well as a sense of nostalgia

for the pietistic life of the Hasidim.

Ahad Ha'am and Berdychevski; Brief Biognphy and Intelilectual Influences

Ahad Ha'am and Micha Berdyczewski were eachborn into traditional

Eastern-European familybackgrounds and experienced a loss of faÍth through

exposure to EnlÍghtenment literature, a turning point in the lives of most

eastern European maskilim and intellectuals. Both came to approach the

question of the future of the |ews and/or ]udaism with símilar assumptions:

that belief in God is no longer a vital force Ín ]ewish life, and that the various

substitutes, Reform ludaism and assimilation, were not adequate; neither was

concerned with the physical plight of the ]ews, sÍnce they deplored mass

emigration from Russia (this meant that spiritually unprePared and weak,

ideologically unmotÍvated fews were entering Palestine); both reiected

socialism, an ideology which competed with ZÍonism for Jewish suppor|

toMoscê, pp,105-12,
rr Gilman, Ieruiç}-Seüüclrcd" p'271,
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neither considered HerzelÍan (political) ZionÍsm worthy of consideration,t2

However, despite their simílar assumptlons, the different Íntellectual

influences to which the two men were exposed caused them to respond very

differently to the questíon of ZÍonist ideology, The fact that they were

answerÍng differently to similar questions also brought them into close

conflÍct,

Ahad Ha'am (his origÍnal name was AeherGinzberg-- laterin his life

he changed it to the Hebrew phrase meanÍng "one of the people") was born Ín

Skvira, in the Russian Ukraine in 185ó, Born lnto a highlyarÍstocratic famíly,

he receíved the strictest type of relÍgious educatÍon, so that by the middle of

his adolescence he was a scholarof Talmud and Hasidic literature, He

eventuallybe6an reading the forbidden books of the Enlightenment, so that

by the time he read the works of D.l. Pisarev, one of the founders of Russian

posÍtivism, he had lost his religious faith. Ha'am's attempts to study in

Vienna, Berlin, Breslau, and Leipzig all faÍled. His wife's illness (he had had

an aranted marriage when he was twenty) and other family problems caused

him to stay ín Russia, and under a new czarist law he was forced to move to

Odessa, It was here that he began writing his ]ewish natÍonalist essays, In 189ó

he became the editor of a Hebrew monthly, Ha-Shiloaå, which for the six

years of its existence was a platform fordiscussion of the problems of ]udaism.

In 1907 Ha'am moved to London as the official of a tea concern, and in 1921

he settled in Palestine,l3

Berdychevski was born in Medzibozh, Russia to a Hasidic family of the

most notable rabbinic lineage. By the age of seventeen, he was a celebrated

scholar of mystical texts-- until his father-in-law caught him reading

Ha.amandBerdpxewskiPolarity,,,inJacqueeKornber6,ed.,
At the Crossrcads (Albanyr State Universíty of New York Preee, 1983), p,51,

' 
3 Arthur H et%berg, The Zionist ldea. pp'249-51,
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Enlightenment llterature and threw hím out onto the street, Needless to say,

he did not marnT his arranged match, but lnstead went to Volozhin yeshiva

to study, Inspired by the eecular aspects of his studÍes, Berdychevski left for

Western Europe in 1890 and studied at several universÍties, He spent some

time at the UnÍversity of Breslau's academy of painting, where he became

immerred in the German Volk ideologies and the phÍlosophy of Nietzsche.

From 1911 he líved in Berlin and supported himself as a dentist whíIe writing

Zionist essays and HaeÍdic folk litenture in seclusÍon,1{

Whíle the familybackgrounds of Ha'am and BerdychevskÍ do not

ceem very different from a surface description, lacques Kornberg points out

some major divergences whÍch maybe significant to theÍr opposing

phitosophies, While both men were born into Hasídic familÍes, Ha'am's

family, although weatthy, had no rabbinic pedigree. Berdychevski, on the

other hand, came from the heartland of Hasidism and was the firet male in

thirteen generations of his father's family not to become a rabbi, While

Ht'am's lÍfe is marked by a certain absence of stnrggle which is usually

prevalent amont maskilim-- Ha'am lived at home úor the first thirtyyears of

his life and could notbringhimself to spend anytime at anymajor

universÍties-- Berdychevskí's life is a story of rebellion:

His adolescence was marked by the spiritual and personal
tu¡bulence of the most radical of maskilim: religÍous
reform and the death of God were real issues in his life' He
brcke with his father and his environment, and spent ten
years as a destitute, wandering student in Odessa, Breslau,
iJerlin, and Berne. In brÍef unlike the relatÍve bourgeois
stability of Asher Ginsberg, Berdyczewski stormed thtough
the firit thirty-five years of his life like a frenetic chancter
from a Dostoevsky novel,...15

'olbid, pp,297-2,
tsBand, "The Ahad Ha-rm and Berdychevski Polarityi'in KornbeqS, Crossroads. p,57,
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It is significant that Ha'am was an aristocrat while Berdychevski was fi'om a

scholar$ rabbinic background, and that Ha'am clung to his "bourgeois

stability" while BerdychevskÍ rejected the bourgeols culture he came into

contact with in Germany, According to Hertzberp much of Ha'am's

philosophy had a hidden agenda-- to defend the preeminence of hÍs class.ló

Thus Kornberg's argument that Berdychevski's prÍmary aim was to label "Ha-

Am as the bourgeois conserwative he really was"tt is extremely tellíng of the

ideological relationshíp between the two meni Ha'am's Romantic

historiography supported the conserwative appraisal for tndÍtÍon and gradual

change, while Berdychevski's Neo-Romantic historiography supported the

radical desire for total upheaval of the present social and economÍc order.

While it Ís difficult to trace the sources of a thinke/s ideology to his or

her life experience, it is easier to point out the intellectual influences. Ahad

Ha'am spent part of his life in England and had an affinity for English

political theorists-- Darwin, Spencer, and the positivist sociologists were a few

of his "intellectual gods."18 Ha'am's essays show the influence of Positivist

ideas; often, the central argument of an essay wíll Ínvolve an appeal to

natural laws. Beginninghis essay "PositÍve and Negative" with a Darwinian

look at social life, Ha'am calls on his readerto "penetrate to the real life,be it

of worms or of men, and beneath the veil of peace you will find an incessant

struggle úor existence,..,in which every victory involves a defeat and a

death,"le Ha'am's view of |udaism and ]ewish historiot¡aPhy, as well as his

Zionist prctram was Ínfluenced by the phílosophical program of the

Positivists, which "claimed that not only ethics and politÍcs but also religion

p'se,
rTBand, "Ha-rm and Berdychevtki," in Kornberg Crccelodø p,51'

''HertzbergThe Zionist ldea. p'53'

'e Ahad Ha'tm, "Positíve and Negptivei' in Selgsled-EÉÊcl¡Ð ed,byLeon Simon New
York: Athenium, 19ó2), p,53,
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would become scientific disciplines,"'o Ha'am's belief in the explanatory

powers of scíence t3ve him an affinity wÍth nineteenth century

historiographerr, whose belief in the progressive nature of history revealed

the same Romantic optÍmÍsm,

Kornberg puts úorward a convincint artument that Ahad Ha'am was

influenced by the Populism of Peter Lav¡ov. LÍke Ha'am, Lavrov believed

that ideas and individuals, rather than materialistic forces, moved history,

PossessÍng a high degree of aesthetic and moral cultÍvation, the intellÍgentsia

stood above the masses and was responsible úor gradually teachlng them the

Ídeals of moral justÍce. Although social change wae lnitiated by the spirÍtual

elÍte, Ít must also be sanctioned by the people. Change must happen gradually

in order to avoid the infiltration of t¡panny and com¡pt power." Lavrov's

polítical program bears remarkable sÍmilarities to Ha'am's,i Ha'am saw the

future ]ewish state as a spirÍtual center where the elite of Israel will come

together and perform cultural work for the sake of the Diaspora.

While both Positivism and Populism fit with the wider Enlightenment

ideals I spoke about in the first sectÍon of this chapter, Berdychevski's

Nietzschean influence fit with Neo-Romantic ideals, Nietzsche's philosophy

inspired Berdychevski to rebel agaÍnst Ha'am's authoritarian Zionist

protram, through the mode of hlstoriograPhy, Berdychevski attacked Ahad

Ha'am's " most vulnerable artumenl"z a the inherent wÍll of ludaÍsm to

sur.¡ive in history.

, by Paul Edwards20

(New
2t Kornberg, "At the Crrssrcads: An Int¡oductory Essay," Allhçl¡oÍcrcgdg Jacquee

Kornberg, ed,, p,xxí,
22 Band, "Ha-tm and Berdycheveki,"p,51,
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Attitudes toward Historiognphy and the Uses of lewÍsh History

As cultural Zionists, Ha'am and Berdychevski each believed that the

success of future |ewish etate would depend on the cultivation of a particular

fewish historical consciousness. While each had disagreements wÍth

nineteenth century historÍognphy, Ha'am resPonded favorably to

methodology and nationalist lmplications of Heinrich Graetz's view of

]ewish history, while Berdychevski seized uPon an entirely new model--

Nietzsche's view of history,23 It wouldbe a mistake to label Ha'am

"consetvative" and Berdychevski "radical," since both men were extremely

radical in theirpositions within the cultural Zionist movement, However

Ha'am is the archetypal example of the conseryative historian, sÍnce he seeks

to resur:ect traditional values Ín the sen¡ice of the new nationalism, while

Berdychevski is the ultimate revolutionary historian, since he wants to

overturn old values by finding historical models in the suppressed or

heretical movements of the past.2{

Berdychevski's earliest essays are concerned with the teaching of

hÍstory at the Volozhin yeshiva.In an artÍcle he wrote Ín 1887, he expressed

dissatisfaction with the "slmchronÍc character of traditional |ewish learning."tu

2t David Biale, Ge¡shom Scholem'p,35,

'oSamuel Fishman, "Berd¡/cheveki on the Meaningof Hietory," It¡dgim. 21 (7972\' p,105,
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In a later essay, Berdychevski reveale his familiarity with nineteenth century

historians Graetz, Zut¡2, He¡zfeld,lost and Frankel, and then proceeds to note

the complete neglect of of the subject of hietory at Volozhin. He asks:

'How will the rosh yeshiva [head of the yeshiva] juslify
himself lf we ask him why he does not teach them the
history of Israel? In showlng the difference between the
sptrit òf Isr¡el and that of other people who have been
Cbsoùed by the stream of history and in showÍng Isnel's
wonderfuI traits and virtues, history will igníte in the
heart of the students a feelÍng of love for their people;
through history theÍr eyes will be opened and they will
knowlheirpeople and its needs,It is a te¡rible thing,but
these men whoare leaders of the nation and of ]udaism do
not know what Isnel is orwhat ]udaism is,'2'

Sensing the modern shÍft in authority f** rabbis to historians, BerdychevskÍ

demands that the yeshiva system modernize its subjects of learning. Not only

does Berdychevski think that "'there is no learnÍng in the world which can

instn¡ct a man like the learning of history,"' but he also thinks that

"',..history has an extra qualitybecause it lets a man clearly perceive the ways

of the world, the regimens of life, and the pathways of historical events,"'27

Berdychevski sees history as "'a mirror to show us our defects and hopes,.,,of

great utilÍty for our revival and rebirth,"'2t

Although Berdychevski sees the functions history can serye, he

expresses dÍssatisfaction with the way Western historians like Graetz "'were

len$hy where they should have been brief and brief where they should have

been len$hy,,."'i2'while giving much attention to the accomplishments of

fews in contact with European culture, Western historÍans hardly recognized

tradítional ]ews, Berdychevski calls on scholars to

'...tie all branches of our lÍterature to a single rnoot in a manner
'ulbid, pp,
2'Ibid, p,10ó,

"Ibid,p,10ó,
20lbid, p,107,
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that it wÍIl not be called the literature of the Haskalah but,
rather, the literature of the people, including the traditional
part; to bring into the spheré oflítenture crÍtical study-of all_

nbbinic, Haõidic, and sèrmoníc literature; to judge eachbook
accordÍng to its contenti and to include research in the history
and criticism of Hasidism,,..'30

Even during the early period of his wrÍting, when he had the greatest

admiration for the objective and revlvalist value of history, Berdychevski

shows some feeling of rebellÍon toward the way ln whÍch Western historians

suppressed whole aspects of lewish experience,

Like Berdychevski, Ahad Ha'am sees history as a means of Jewísh

spiritual revival. The concept of the "spirit of the nation," vital to Ha'am's

theory of |udaism, was taken from Nachman Krcchmal, one of the first

Jewish nationalist historians,tt Krochmal had originallytaken this term frcm

Hegel's concept of the "IJniversal Spirit." Ratherthan perceive the ]ews as a

fossilized people whose period of creativity was over (as Hegel did), Krochmal

fashioned his entire history of the ]ews based on his idea that the ]ews

constituted the Universal Spirit-- they were the one people whose creatívity

would never ceare, Ha'am's theory of ]ewÍsh history and natíonal spirit bears

some resemblance to Krochmal's, although Ha'am ínfuses the concept of the

"fewish national spirit" with his own particular meaning.

For Ha'am, the natÍonal spirÍt Ís the product of history, dependent on

the conditÍons of life; however, through the course of time it attains a

measure of sotidity and becomes a historical factor-- a sort of natural law. As

time passes, the past takes on greater importance for individuals and the

influence of the national spirit increases. Although changes in the national

spirit are necessary so that it can adapt to historical circumstances, they must

'olbid, p,108,
3'Luz, Parallels Meet. p,1ó0,
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be small and incremental in order not to cause damage to the national

character, For Ht'am, thereúore, the maior problem ZÍonism faced was how

to ensure the continuity of national chancter after the dÍsintegration of

relÍgious belíef and obser.¡ance,"

Ha'am conf¡onts this problem by explaining how the fewÍeh national

spÍrit exísts independently of religlous bellef and therefore continues into the

secular age, Ha'am explalns how "the national identÍty rests on memory and

awareness rather than on a continuity of values and fixed patterns of

behavior."æ An imporlant element of Ha'am's thought is the national "will

to lÍve," which expresses the individual's socially determined instinct to

adhere to the society into which he or she was born, Thís "will to live" is

constant, but depends on the fostering of a national historical conscioutness,

Here lÍes the basÍs for Ha'am's rnswer to the problem of the contínuity of

|udaism: historical consciousness will provide a new basis for |ewish uníty.

On this point Ha'am and the earlyBerdychevskÍ concur.

However Ha'am does not stop at promoting the study of |ewÍsh

history, He also defines the nature of the |ewish national spirit, that element

of |ewish creativity that remains contínuous throughout the years of the

Diaspora. Ha'am calls this fixed element the "prophetic tradÍtion," This

prophetic traditÍon resembles the ethical values of the Enlightenment. Like

the philosophyof the Enlightenment, fudaism's vision is this-worldly,

emphasizing the indÍvidual's social feelings. Ha'am defines the Essenes,

KabbalÍstic ]udaism, and those aspects of Judaism not subscribing to the

rationalÍstic rabbÍnic model as deviations. By aligning the fewish national

spirit with the Enlightenment, Ha'am not only maintains the concept that

"lbÍd, pp, 1ó0-1
33lbid, p,1ó1,
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the fews are chosen people, but also proves that fudaism is able to modernize

without losing any of its vital characteristics,3¿

Ha'am's description of the "prophetic tradition" has an elitist aspect,

since it posits the prophets of fudaÍsm as those gifted individuals who have

the ability to move history: "the prophet ís..,a prÍmal force, His action affects

the character of the general harmony, whÍle he hÍmself does not become a

part of that harmonp but remains always a man apart.,.." Ha'am describes the

masses as "those many-sided dwarfs" who call the prophet a fool,3t Ha'am's

Zionist strategy includes an element of this elitÍsm, since it involves a few

gifted individuals living ln Zion while the rest of the ]ews gradually improve

themselves by the moral, spiritual example of those individuals, However

Kornberg points out that Ha'am's belÍef Ín a gradual pace of change reveals

that hÍs thought also contains a democratic aspect:

Ahad Ha'am's gradualism suggests that he believed that
change required-the freely gÍven democratíc sanction of the
people's witt, Wtrile inÍtíated frcm above, the new national
conóciousness had to slowly penetrate below, Ahad Ha'am
shared the populist distn¡st of power. Consciousness was
not to be impósed upon the majorityby 

" 
minority, for this

would lead to tyranny,3'

Ha'am's elitism was not modeled afterthe Nietzschean model, which was

prevalent duringthis time in Germany; Ha'am feared the masses (a view that

may have been shaped by his experience of the potrcms in Odessa) as well the

leaders, who also were also susceptible to cornrption. Although Ha'am

believes that the prophet (a polÍtical leader or artÍst) Ís freer than the averate

member of socÍety, he also believes that the prophet should remain bound to

the national spirit, as Ha'am defines it,

ds," P,xvüí,
tuAhad Ha'rm, "Priest and Prophel" in SglÊslgd-EÉ¡gl¡t p,131,
ttKornberg, "At the C¡oss¡oads," p,xxii,
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It is thís monolithic concept of ]ewish culture that Berdychevski rebels

against. During the 1890s Berdychevski left VolozhÍn and studied at several

univereities, where he gained an interest for the ideas of German Neo'

RomantÍcism and the works of Nietzeche, Berdychevski then returned to

RussÍa ready to apply these new ldeas to fewish questions of national and

individual self-identÍty, These ideas cause Berdychevski to reject his earlier

writinç that had promoted a nTnthesis of rabbinÍc |udaism and the Haskalah;

Berdychevski focuses his energies on opposing Ha'am, whose ZionÍst

ideology supported the authorítative stance of an agnostic rabbi, Through his

exposure to Western thought, Berdychevski had no doubt internalized the

anti-semitic definÍtion of the lewish Volk, which labeled the ]ew as abstract,

legalistic, and rootless, In his laterwrítin6t, Berdychevski continues to use

his earlier tactic of upsettint conventional dualÍsms, but now completely

reverses their commonly evoked values, investing one (such as "Torah")

with a wholly negative value and the other ("Israel") with a positive one. For

Berdychevski, "these are days of great revolutions...days whích change lífe's

inner and outer values from one extreme to the other, The sacred becomes

secular, the secular sacred,,,,""

BerdychevskÍ began hÍs attack on Ahad Ha'am's position in 1892 with

his essay "The IndivÍdual and the Group." In the first half of the essay,

Berdychevski criticizes the leadership of Hibbat Zion, the early Zionist

settlement program, forbeingbourgeois and economically cornrpt.

Beginning his critique with a radical look at ]ewish hÍstory, Berdychevski

muses about the role of the zealots, a trouP he was taught to despÍse in

yeshiva, Now he Ídentifies with the zealots, who burnt ]enrsalem's store of

3?Berdlrchevski "Aspects of Berdyhevski's Historiography," PhÐ
California, 1968), p.157,
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supplies so that they would have no choice but to fight against the Romans'

Relating the supplies and Tzedakah (charÍty), Berdychevski creates an analogy

between the tary Hebrews who refused to fight the Romans and the pioneers

of Hibbat Zion, The Zionist state ie presently "based on tzedakah and acts of

kindness, and not on the inner desire that each man should act on hie own

behalf."3s Throughout his writings, Berdychevskí repeate the theme of the

individual who acts on his or her own behalf and thereby indirectlybenefits

the group.s This idea is directly opposed to Ha'am's vÍew of the social world,

in whÍch the individual is subsumed by the community.

In the second part of his essay Berdychevski speaks about his

admiration for those ]ewÍsh thinkers whose aim it is to break down and

destroy the past. He expands upon this theme in an essay entÍtled "Old Age

and Youth," as he cites NÍetzsche's response to Paul Ree as exemplifying his

own rerponse to Ahad Ha'am:

'I believe,' relates Freidrich Nietzsche in the preface to his
chief work, 'Toward a Genealoty of Morals, ' that I have
never read so seriously a book that I had to oPPose so

emphatÍcallp sentence by sentence, conclusÍon by conclusion,
as tLe book by *y friend Paul Ree, On the Origin of tþe Moral
Emotions. a learned book which, readingbetween its lines,
caused me to Ínvert matters completely.,.' and with all due
modesty I would say that the same thing_happened to me_

when Ilead "Al parashat haderakhim.'r0 From the tÍme I
started to read I have not read so attentÍvely such a tastefully
written book of the question of 'values' in the world of Israel;
together with the feelÍngs of respect I felt in my heart for Íts
certain judgment.lt awakened within me a vigorous
objection to many of the thoughts, sayinp, and ideas whÍch
aré the body of his theory; they compelled me to arrive at
other conclusions regarding these matters."{1

ælbíd, p,99,

'nlbid, pp,97-99,
aoTranslated ae "This ie Not the Way," this was one of Ahad Hù'ôm's earlíest polítical

es6a]rE,
ntBerdychevski in Fiohman, "Aspects," p,109,
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As Níetzsche inverts the evolutionary concePt of moral essences,

Berdychevski feels that he must invert Ha'am't notion of the fewish national

spirit of ethics, Influenced by Nietzsche's ideas about history, Berdychevski

belíeves that any dogma, fossÍlÍzed in history, could be enslavíng and

damaging to the vitality of a people.

It also seems that much of Berdychevski's rebellion is baeed on his

feeling of repulsion toward the abstract nature of Jewish Diaspora existence.

He asks, "Do we not all know that we need a 'change of center' in the root of

our soul f¡om |udaism to the ]ews, f¡om abstract fews to Hebrew ]ews? And

we also know that through this change of principle and content we will go

foñh f¡om the slavery of our abstract world to personal and national

freedom."n' Although the thought of both Ha'am and Berdychevksibears the

influence of the negatÍve images of the ]ew fostered by Volk ideology,

Berdychevski is more wont to destroy those negative ímages, whÍch were

presumed to be the outcome of the rootless Diaspora experience. By

completely destroying the past, the Jew will be able to return to Palestine with

a pure soul, This same function can also be served by the creation of a

counter-history, which excavates those aspects of the past which, suppressed

by the ideology of the book, exemplify the sword and spoken word,

The fact that Ha'am stressed the monolithic lewish "epirít" must have

stn¡ck Berdychevski several ways, First of all, it must have upset his

Nietzschean aesthetic sensibilities, which were repulsed by the idea that the

Índividual ]ew must submit to a collective concept of the "1.*," a restriction

on the creative personality, Berdychevski wat one of the first to criticize

Ha'am's periodical, Ha-Shiloah, for its nanowing scope. Not only did it limit

its discussion to purely fewÍsh issues instead of human ones, it also censored

"'Ibid, pp,153-4,
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its writersbyforcingthem to write in the rational, Western style of Ha'am,{'

It also must have upset his Ídeological sensibilitÍes, which were

opposed to Ha'am's definitÍon of |udaism as a fixed system of values, Not

only did Berdychevski oPPose any attempt to define Judaism (he defined

history as that which is in"the Process of becoming, and does not merely

stand etÍll"'{), but he especially opposed Ha'am's definition, which lmposed a

structure of beliefs and oblÍgations ¡ooted in the paet on present day ]ews'

Berdychevski responded to Ha'am's system by exposing the multiplicity of

fudaisms that existed throughout the Diaspora; while Ha'am dismíssed

Kabbalistic |udaism as deviant, Berdychevski retrieved it and even called it a

"truer" Judaism than its opposite, rabbÍnic legalism.

Ha'am did not let Berdychevski's oppositional views to unanswered.

In "The TransvaluatÍon of Values," Ha'am attempts to reveal the value of

BerdychevskÍ's views by relating them to his owni however this attempt only

emphasizes authoritative character of Ha'am's views. He begins by describing

the aims of BerdychevskÍ's ideology:

to trans-valuate the moral values which are accepted among
us at present; to overthrow, mercilesslyand at a sÍngle blow,
the hlstoric edÍfice which our ancestors have left us, seeing
that it is built uP on this dangerously mistaken idea of the
superiorÍty of spirit to mattei and of the subordinatÍon of the
inäíviduai to aLstract moral laws.nu

After putting forth this accunte pÍcture of Berdychevski's ideology, Ha'am

proceeds to relate the Nietzschean concepts of will to power and the

Superman to his ownbelief Ín social evolutionismt "Since the perfection of a

certain t1rye ís only possible th¡ough the 'stnrttle for existence'..,,it úollows

-rÃ-i Atth, "Ahad Ha-am, The Editor of Ha-Shiloah," At the Crrssroads. cd,by ]acques
Kornberg, pp,29,32,

atBerdychevekí in Fiehman, "Aspectsi' p'772,
o5Ahad Ht'am, "The Transvaluation of Values," in Selected Essays' p,218,
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that the moral law is founded on an absolute mistake,"'{ô Like Berdychevski

and Nietzsche, Ha'am does not believe that rationality and morality are basic

to the human beíng, In fact, it Ís Ha'am's distn¡st of the human race which

forms the basis of his claim that return to PalestÍne must be gradual in order

to avoÍd comrption, The point of divergence between Berdychevski and

Ha'am rests on Ha'am's unquestioned faith that prophetic morality is the

characteristic of the fewish people in particular, It is this faith which allows

Ha'am's belief ín social evolutionism and the eternal lewish ethic to coexist.

Ha'am's response to Nietzschean ídeology represents how he

assimilates these two beliefs. He proceeds to divide Níetzschean concept of

the Superman into two parts, the human part and the Aryan part:

,,,theÍr [Berdychevski and his followers'] master's doctrine
does, in fact, contain two separable elements-- one human and
the other merely Ar¡¡an,,,,The human element in the doctrine
of the 'transvaluation of values' is that,,,the end of moral tpod
is not the uplifting of the human race in general, but the
raising of the human type in its highest manifestations above
the general level..,, NÍetzsche hÍmself...exalts phys_ical force
andlxternal beauty; he lonç for the'faÍrbeast.,,,'{7

Ha'am accepts the of the "transvaluation of values," since it supports his

own elitism; he even describes the concept as a "one of those fundamental

prÍnciples which each man admits or denÍes according to his taste and

inclination.,,"os However the criterion used to judge the superÍorÍty of an

individual is partÍcular to each culture. When Nietzsche describes the

Superman as "the fairbeast," exaltÍng the qualitÍes of physical force and

external beauty, "it Ís no longer the philosopher who speaks; Ít is the man of

Aryan race, who,.,,depícts according to his own taste."{e

æIbid, p,219,

"Ibid, pp,225-226,
18lbid, p,225,
1e lbid, pp,225-ó,
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Describíng his own vision of the |ewísh Superman, Ha'am describes

typicat humanlst characteristics: "the expansion of moral powen the

subjugation of the bestial instincts, the striving after tnrth and righteoutness

in thought and in deed, the eternal warfare against falsehood and wÍckedness:

in a word, that moral ideal which ]udaism has impressed on lls,"s Viewing

himself as qualified to make these judgments, Ahad Ha'am misses one of

Berdychevski's aÍms in adopting Nietzsche's ideology: to discount Ahad

Ha'am's claim to authority,

Conclusion

Ha'am and Berdychevski are each aligned wÍth opposing ideological

trends in secular Zionist thought, trends which influenced them and which

they helped to create, The opposing trends which Ha'am and Berdychevski

represent are revealed to some degree Ín their thought, While Ha'am is, for

the most part, a consen¡ative rationalist in terms of his cultural Zioníst

polÍcy, Berdychevski is a anti-rationalist and a radical. While Ha'am demands

that the creation of the ZionÍst "spiritual center" be a gradual process,

continuous with the ]ewish ethical national spirit, BerdychevskÍ calls for a

sudden, clean break with the past, with an eye toward a future of spiritual

and, more importantþ physÍcal stren$h, Both of these ideologies are based

on a created past: Ha'am upholds the "rational" aspects of fewish history, the

Pharisees and the ethical prophets, while Berdychevski retrieves the pietistÍc

and the militaristic aspects, the Hasidim and the Zealots, From the thought of

Ha'am one can detect the creation of the |ewish humanist myth, which sees

the future state of Israel as the "light unto the nations"i from the thought of

Berdychevski, one can sense the emergence of a natÍvist myth, which sees

solbid, p,226,
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Ierael as thc ultlmate representation of the German-lewlsh Volk. In the next

chapter,I will demonstrate how theee two mythe were translated lnto sEcular

messianlc Zionist ldeologies as well as reflected ln the historiography of

fewish messianism,

(
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Chapter Three: Messianic Zionism, Gershom Scholem and Twentieth
Century Historio gnphy of Messianism

Within the cultural Zionist debate, Ahad Ha'am and Micha

Berdychevski represent the extreme sides of a controvercy which deeply

influenced fewish historians and theologÍans as well as the modern state of

Israel. The opposition between the collective and the individual, the rational

and the irrational, the ethical and natural, the universal and particularistic

are all aspects of this basic ldeological dichotomy, Ha'am and Berdychevski

each expressed their ldeological positions with different historical plot

stn¡ctures:while Ha'am saw the historícal plane as contÍnuous and

teleological, Berdychevski saw it as discontinuous and erratic. Ha'am's

historiographical stnrcture supported the ídeoloW of nineteenth century

rationalism and unÍversalism, whÍle Berdychevski's supported the ideology

of early twentíeth century anti-rationalism and particularism,

In this chapter I examine the way that these cultural Zionist ideologies

affected a particular aspect of ]ewish hístoriography: the study of fewish

messianism. Zionism conjured up the questÍon of ]ewish messianism since it

promised to accomplish a part of the messianÍc vision-- the return to political

sovereignty in Patestine, ]ewish messianísm was an important category in

modern ]ewish historiography. NÍneteenth century historians interTreted

Jewish messÍanism in ways which supported their Ídeological beließ: the

Science of |udaism viewed the messiah in terms of the lewish missionary

role in Europe, as the |ews dissemínating their monotheistic idea, while

HeinrÍch Graelz described the messiah in terms of the universalístic rnole of

the |ewish state in particular. Placed into the evolutionary historical plot

stnrcture of RomanticÍsm, the messiah was viewed as the culmination of the
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linear progression of ]ewish history,l Until the twentieth century, the fewish

messiah had onlybeen interpreted universalistically, as the representation of

prophetic moralÍty, It was not until the ideologies of Neo-Romanticism were

adapted to the fewish historybylpunter historians like Berdychevski that the

differentíation between prophetÍc messianism and apocaþtic messianÍsm

emerged in Zionist rhetoric as well as ín studies of lewish messianÍsm.

Although neither Ha'am nor Berdychevski incoryorated [ewÍsh

messianÍsm into his own ideology,2 I will artue that both of these thinkers

contributed to twentieth century Zionist adaptatíons of lewish messianism as

well as to new interpetations of the fewish "messianic idea" Ín history, First

I will speak about two members of the RevÍsionist movement who do use

]ewÍsh messianism in their ZÍonÍst ideologies, foseph Klausner and Uri Zvi

Greenberg. Influenced byboth Ha'am and Berdychevski, the RevisÍonist

movement Íncorporates aspects of the humanÍtarian ideals of Ha'am as well

as the more radical ideas of Berdychevski,3 Then I will discuss how the

continuous view of history and the discontinuous view become integrated ín

Gershom Scholem's historiogaphy of Jewish messÍanism,

'Flei¡nrich Graetz, "The Stag¡es in thc Evolution of thc Messianic Belíefl" in L Schorech,
ed " HçiuichG¡¡clz, pp,151'17 1,

1n accord with hie cautioue, gradualiet approach, Ha'am etreeeee that thc meeeiah is far
offin the future, while Berdyrheveki hardlyuses the messiah ae a symbol, if onlyto
emphasize the weqkness of the Diaspora in its dependence on God's intenrention,

sYaakov Shavit, (London:Fnnk Case and Co,,

1988), p,108, The Revisioniet movement is associated wíth the Zionist Ritht, and is
distinguished from othermovemente in its unyieldingstance with respect to twobasic axiomsl
the abeolute and unconditíonal te¡ritorial íntegrityof Eretz Yisrael, and an openly-proclaímed
desire to establieh a state on that territoryby political or military metns, Within
RevisionÍem there were two verydifft¡ent world views, Duringthe 1930e, there was tn "old"
Revisionism rnd r "new" Revisionísm, each of which alígn with the oppoeingídeologies I
have discussed so frr:the "\ÂIestem" versus the natívist, While the Western school had
positivist and ntÍonalist tendencies, the nativists rejected "Eutopean ideae" and tended to be

more meseianic, Klcusnerand Greenbergare aligned with the "\Alestern" and thc nativist
respectÍvely (Shavit, pp,23-ll),
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loseph Gedalyah Klausner (1 874'1 958)

foseph Klausner was primarily a writer and proftssor who researched

subjects on the historyof Hebrew lÍterature and the Second Temple period,

Klausner's nationalist politÍcs were intrinsÍc to his supposedly objective

historical studies. E"rly ín his career, Klausner w¡ote The Messianic ldeal in

I¡fgçt which traces the tewish messlanÍc idea f¡om biblÍcal through medfeval

times and continually refers, with Zionlst ímplications, to the etatus of the

messianic idea in his own time, By the end of the nineteenth century

Klausner was involved with Zionist activities, and in 1902 he succeeded

Ha'am as the edÍtor of Ha Shiloah, Although Klausner was never a member

of the RevisionÍst movement, from 1930 onward he openly expressed his

admiration and support úor it,{ At Hebrew University(in fenrsalem), whÍch

was dominated by liberals, Klausner was somewhat of an outcast. However,

although Klausner did use history ín order to stren$hen Zionist te¡zitorial

claims, his messianic Ídeology did not in any way resemble the catastrophic,

apocaþtic type usually associated with RevisÍonism, Rather, his Ídeals are

more aligned with the conservative respect for tradition and ethical ideas

which are also lound in Ha'am's thought,

Like Ha'am, Klausner grapples wÍth the questíon of how to extract that

which is constant in ludaism from that which is changeable, Familiarþ

Klausner epeaks of the |ewish will to sur'¡ive in history which exists prior to

the Torah and its laws. Klausner identÍfies the "monotheÍstic idea" as the

unique character of fudaism as well as its contribution to humanity, since it

was the idea of a unitary God that brought an end to pagan moral relativity,

The monotheistíc idea is intrínsically tied to prophesy, ludaism's "creative

spirit," representing |ews' special capacÍty for evolving revolutionary ideas

'lbid, pp,1 -8.
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through chosen lndividuals. Klausner definee the "gifts" the "people Israel

have left as an lnherltance to the entlre world:monothelsm, refined

morality,,,,the prophets of tnrth and righteousness landlbelÍef ln the

Messiah,"s Combiningthese úourideas together, Klausnercreates a vision of

the fewÍsh nation replete with humanÍtarian values, a "light unto the

nations,"

In his history of the fewish messianÍc idea, Klausner envisions

Zionism as the culmlnation of a continuíng messÍanic idea (the "original

Hebrew idea",) in ]ewish history, Like the the Science of ]udaism, which

divided ]ewish history into political and religious aspects, Klausner dÍvides

the fewish Messianic idea into the universalistic part and the national-

polÍtical part:

In those periods ln which the people Israel was still living an
indepenilent politÍcal life in its own land, ethical perfection
and earthlybliss were more emphasized;but Ín the period of
subjugation and exíle the yearnÍng for political freedom took
firsi place. In tÍme of natÍonal freedom, the world-wide,
univ:ersalistic part of the Messianic hopes was the basic
element in the Messianic idea; but in times of trcuble and
distress for the people Israel the nationalistic element was
stressed much more, But this much we can determine with
complete confidence¡ in the belief in the Messiah of the
peopte Israel, the political part Eoes ann in ann with the
ethicat part, and the nationalislic wÍth the unÍvewalistic,'

WhÍle Klausner uses the same categories as the Science of ]udaism (the

"spiritual" opposed to the "political"), he inverts their emphasis: instead of

defining the pre-Diaspora period Ín terms of politics and the Diaspora in

terms of spirituality, Klausner ídentÍfies the period of ]ewÍsh sovereignty

before the destnrction of the second Temple with spirÍtual ideals and the

sKlauener, Thc Messianic ldeal in Israel New York:The Macmíllan Co,,1955), p,13,
8lbid, p,2,

'Ibid, p,10,
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Diaspora with the desi¡e for polÍtical sovereipty. Líke Graetz, Klausner

emphasizee the intrÍnslc relationshlp between the political and the religious,

Since it denies that the tewe have ever given up the polÍtical element of theÍr

peoplehood, Klausner's messíanic theory has the elements of a nationalist

historiography,

Klausner views the future |ewish state as the fulfillment of the

messianic hope, On this point Klausner diverges sharplyfrom Ha'am, who

did not believe that the |ewish people could attain without preparation the

degree of moral perfection necessary for it to become a tnre 'light unto the

nations," Klausne/e faith in the ]ewish people may have more to do with a

faÍth in God, while Ha'am is completely secular and does not allow for

mincles in his concrete political plan, Klausner/s historiogaPhy and Zionist

ideology are inseparable. From its lnception

ludaism was not a metaphysÍcal abstraction, but a world-
view borne by a defined national body, whereas natÍonality
was the substratum of the changíng spirit, Simultaneously
this national body was not a separatist and parochial tF9uP,
but one with a universal outlook occupying a place at the
center stage of world history. From the days of Ezra and
Nehemiah and the prophets who had proclaimed the
Return to Zion the ]ewísh national body had been the
bearer of the morality of the prophets and the messÍanic
ideal enshrined in it,8

Any connectÍon between the Messiah and milÍtancy was ignored or passed off

as a moral confrontation with a trcubled world, In his description of

remnant theology, for example, Klausner plays down ite particularistic

implications:

The political power of Israel after the redemption is_

portiayed by almost all the prophets.,,i but some of them
émphisize 

-it 
very strongly as the superiority of Israel in

the Age to come over all the rest of the peoples (Amos,
Micah, Obadiah, Haggai, and ]oel), while most of them see

p,139, 
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in it not a superiority over other peoples, but an equality of
strong peoples, that is, a conditÍon of peace and prospttiry
tn wliÍch lõrael will not be subservient to any other people
nor in fear of any forelgn king,,,,e

AccordÍng to Klausner, the future Zionist state will be the culmination of a

long history of fewish moral perfectÍon,

Klausner's concept of the universalistic messiah was not in the

primary interests of the RevisionÍst movement, however.

The messianic Zionist right's interest was focused mainly on
the questlon of natÍonal polÍtícal and territorial redemption,
wheieas other subjects which preoccupied conservatÍve
intellectual cÍrcles in Eastern and Western Europe, such as

the essence of man and human socíety in general, involved
them only to a very limited extent. Even the universal
dimension in fewish (and non-Jewish) Messianism seemed
to have disappeared, leaving the redemptÍon of the fewish
people-- and fhe ]ewish people alone-- at the centre of their
world.lo

While Klausner/s messianic ideologT may have sen¡ed Revisionism by

creating a heightened degree of excitement, the ideology of the Revisionist

movement was tending toward the more particularistÍc. This shift reflected

the increasÍng particularism of European nationalism in Neo-Romantic

Ídeologies as well as the fewish experience of the Polish Potroms,

Uri Zvi Greenberg (1 89ó-I 981 )

While Klausner's Zionist messÍanism represents the humanitarian

ideals of the rationalist, unÍversalistic, and evolutionary perspective of ]ewÍsh

history which was common to the ScÍence of fudaism and Ahad Ha'am,

Greenberg's messianism reflects an entirety different mood, the mood of

Neo-RomanticÍsm and NÍetzsche's will to Power, While the parallels

'Klausner, Meseianic ldeal. p,239,
t0Shavit, Revisionirt Moveñent. p,141,
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between Klausner/s messÍanic ideology and Ahad Ha'am's cultural Zionism

are falrly clear, however, the parallels between the thought of Uri Zvi

Greenberg and Micha Berdychevski are not as apptrent, especially when one

is looklng at Greenberg's early writings. Rather than clalm that Greenberg

was directly influenced by Berdychevski, I will artue that Greenbery's

messianic ideology and Berdychevski's Nietzschean view of history represent

the same turn away f¡om the Enlightenment mentalÍty common to European

tews, Both assimilate Neo-Romanticism with ]ewish nationalist goals and

assume an apocaþtlc, ordiscontinuous, view of lewish history,

Greenberg was always considered by hÍmself and his followers a

visionary prophet able to predict the course of history, According to Shavit,

Greenberg formed a part of the generatio n of Weltschmertzpoets, "filled with

a sense of discomfort at the decadence of western culture, as well as with a

metaphysical restlessness due to the disappearance of God out of human

Iife...and a profound fear of an all-peruading emptiness,"ll In a poem called

"]enrsalem," Greenberg speaks of Zionism as Íf it were forced on ]ewryby the

the world's hatred:

They said, they said, they said" but we went forth
We were comþelted to tp forth. The earth cried out
fiom under our feet, the beds trembled,
We ate, out of shame, the morsel to a satiety unto

death,
We drank with a shudder, and we vomited like an

adulteress,
And we saw in honor our own likeness in every
outstretched figure uPon a ctoss, until the cross
and its atpny rose upwithÍn the lÍfe of the spirit,12

Like Berdychcevski, whoee Nietzschean polemics had a nihilistÍc tone,

" Ibid, P,144,
t,llnZviGreenberg, from " Jerusalem," banelatedbyCharles A, Cowen, in World Authors

1970-1975 ed,bylohn Wakeman (New York:H'W. Wilson Co,,1980), p,322'
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Greenberg has a negatÍve view of the lewísh past, which he sees as plagued by

weakness.

However instead of focusing his attention on the negative qualities of

the Diaspora few compared to the strong, ¡ooted yount Zionist like

Berdychevski did, Greenberg was obsessed with the negative relationship

between the Christian and the Diaspora lew. ln79t7, Greenberg witnessed a

series of Polish pot¡þms against the fews, in which the whole street where his

familylived was demollshed,l3 This event left a profound mark on him and

his work, so that the lmage of the "murderous" Chrístians came to dominate

his writings. Greenbert compared the Christians to the Edomites, the Biblical

enemy of the Israelites, and predicted an apocaþtic disasterbased on thÍs

actívated duality, After Greenberg emigrated to PalestÍne in the early 7920s'

the image of the ]ew-hating Arab replaced the ChrÍstian Ín his messíanic

ideology. While this particularist aspect of his ideology never ceased, when

Greenbery got to Palestine his preaching took a turn toward the moral-

prophetic, as he became the poet of the Labor movement's socialist

nationalism. During thÍs period he extolled the Essenes, who worked and

lived in the desert, sacrificÍng themselves ñor their vision of Redemption. As

he praises the sacrifice of the individual for the sake of the collective Jewish

state, Greenberg is furthest fiom Berdychevski's concept of the strcng,

individualistic Hebrew.ll

It Ís not until the late 1920s that Greenberg's ideology took a radical

turn and became more aligned with Berdychevski's, This transformation was

a consequence of Greenberg's negative reactÍon to the character of the fewish

immigrants of the Fourth Aliyah, 1924-26, This was a time when large

p322,
ra Shavít, Revisionict Movement. pp,143-5,
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numbers of lower-middle-class |ews arrived from Poland Ín order to escape

the oppressive economÍc legislation of the Grabskí Bovernment, While at an

earlier time Greenberg would have viewed this escape ac a reason to rejoice,

now he was repulsed, The mass immÍgration was full of degenerate Diaspora

fews who were completely lackingin messianic drive and motÍvation to

work, Thus Greenberg's enmitywas divided among the Laborgovernment

which had lost its messianic character, Diaspora ]ews and values, as well as

the Arabs, Before the messianic goal could be realized, each of these elements

had to be eradicated,

As his ínterest turned away from the plÍght of the Diaspora toward a

stronger nativist desire to reinstate among the fews a former state of Purity,

Greenberg expressed the same Neo-RomantÍc ideology as dÍd Berdychevski.

Like Berdychevski, who had called for a radícal break wÍth the Diaspora at the

same time he extolled the Hasidísm úor their authentic, organic state of

existence, Greenberg regarded all emancipated ]ews as degenerate as he

upheld the communal qualÍty of traditÍonal Diaspora life as a s¡mbol of the

|ewish tribalism he longed for, Greenberg did retaÍn an appreciatÍon for the

]ewish religion, although he rejected the values of rationalism and educatÍon,

both of which were the stereotypic hallmarks of the rational rabbinic

tradition.

By rejectÍng the values of Jewish emancÍpation, Greenberg rebelled

against the evolutionary view of history posited by Klausner. Greenberg

thought that the Zionist state must be wholly discontinuous with the

Enlightenment and its values, The fact that Greenberg rejected the

Enli6htenment rather than the |ewish religion reveals that Greenberg was

more atigned with Neo-Romanticism than Berdychevski was; while
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Berdychevski used Nietzsche in order to emphasize the the value of lewÍsh

individuallty, Greenberg adopted a reading of Nletzsche whlch had been put

forward by European fascist movements, and read the individualism in

Nietzsche in terms of particularist nationalism, Greenbert even tended

toward totalitarÍanism ¡

Since Greenberg perceived the return to Zion in
eschatological tèrms, Zionism had to be a totalitarÍan
movemeñt in the splritual and cultural senee, devoted to
one sacred purpose only,Its driving úorce was not political
consideratiäns, but nationalist maglc and mysticism,ts

Greenberg never went back through the tradition and revealed its military or

humanitarian aspects, as Berdychevski and Klausnerdid, As an apocaþtic

seer, Greenberg was not concerned with creating a history of apocaþtic

movements,but with makingan actualbreak with the past. A history of

|ewish apocaþticísm dÍd not appear until Gershom Scholem overturned the

Science of fudaism with his history of Jewish apocaþtic herery.

^A New Historiognphy of lewish Messianism: Gershom Scholem

Gershom Scholem was one of the most prominent hÍstorians of the

early twentieth century, and is stÍll considered an authority of lewish

mysticism, Kabbalah, and messíanism, Born in Germany in 7897, he rebelled

against his German-]ewish secularist background through his politÍcs (he was

a ndical Zionlst before World War I) and thrcugh hís historiofaPhy, which

was a revolt against the rationalist assumptions of the Science of Judaism.

Unlike the Revisionists, Scholem writes in the detached style of an objectíve

historian, Scholem openly dÍsapproved of the Revísionists for includÍng

messianic propatanda in its political agenda:

I absolutely deny that ZÍonism is a messÍanic movement and
that it has lhe right to employ religious termÍnoloty úor

'ulbÍd, p,14ó,
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political goals,,,,The ZionÍst ideal is one thingand the
inessianii ideal another, and the two do not meet except Ín
the pompous phraseology of mass rallies which often infuse
our¡routh witL a spirit of new Sabbataism which must
tnevitably ftil, The Zlonist movement has nothingin
common with Sabbataism,r'

Comparing the rhetoric of the Revisioniet movement to Sabbataism,

Scholem associates RevÍsionism with apocaþticism, and thus attempted to

discredit it as a realistic doctrine: Zionism must locate itself on the political

rather than the messianic plane,

Despite his claim to the contrary, however, Scholem's historÍes are not

objective, According to DavÍd Biale, "scholem developed a theological

response of hÍs own to the ratÍonal theology of the nineteenth century.

Thrcugh the prism of his historiography, we can discern Scholem's positions

on the politÍcal, cultural, and theological issues that conf¡onted his

generation."lT In Gershom Scholem: Kabbalah and Counter-History. Biale

interTrets Scholem's historiofaphy in light of its contemporary íntellectual

climate, After I summarize Scholem's essay "Toward an Understanding of

the Messianic ldea" with a focus on the continuous and discontinuous views

of history contained in it, I will expand upon on Biale's analysis of Scholem's

studies of tewish messianism in order to demonstrate how the two late

nineteenth ear$ twentieth century views of ]ewish history I have been

discussin& one that sees Zionism as a continuation of the past and one that

views it as a radical break, were reflected in this authoritative interpretation

ffi, Rabbalah and Counter'History' p.177 .

tTBiale, Kabbalah and Counter-Histoy' p'2,
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of JewÍsh messianism.tt '

Scholem's response to contemporary ratÍonalist interTretations of

tewish messianism like Klausner'8 was his discoveryof |ewish apocaþtic.ln

a highly influential essap "Toward an Understanding of the Messianic ldea in

tudaism," Scholem distinguÍshes amongthree kinds of "forces" active Ín

rabbinÍc |udaism: consen¡ative, reetoratÍve, and utopian. The consen¡ative

forces are "dÍrected toward the presenration of that which exists, and whÍch,

in the historical environment of fudaism, was always in danger."tt The

conserwative force is the maintenance of the status quo, which Scholem

describes as the continued presenration and development of rabbinÍc

relígious law, the halakha, The consenrative force has no place ín the

development of messianísm, since it is necessarily opposed to any threat of

instabÍlity or change, The restorative forces, on the other hand, "are directed

second bend ie anomian and innovative, Idel'e thesie could have been extracted ritht out of the
firstchapterofScholem.e(NewYork:SchockenBooke,19ó5)
where lie etatee that "AII myeticism hae two contradictory or complementary aspects: the one
consenrative, the other revolutíonary"(p,7), Rather than ísolatc the two tende in different
forms of Kabbalch ae ldel doee, Scholem collapsee them within the myetic Pereon, who housee
the contndictory tension between the authoritatÍve tradition of whích he or she is a part and
the lose of eelf oécurringduringthe myrtic experience, which threatens to dissolve the
authoritativc tradition,

"Gershom *holem, "Toward and Understandingof the Jewish Messianic ldea," ín
Gershom *holem, On the Messianic ldea in Judaism and OtherEssay¡ on Jewish SPírituality
(New York : Schocken Books, 797 1), p3,
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to the return and recreation of a past condition whích comes to be felt as

ideal."æ The restorative úorce is the messianic hope for the restoration of an

original, pure state of exÍstence which has sínce been desecrated. This force is

thoroughly entwined and in constant conflict wÍth the utopian forces, whÍch

"aim at a state of things whÍch has neveryet exieted,"" a vision of the future

which requires a complete break with the past, The restoratÍve forces and the

utopian Íorres which together constÍtute the lewÍsh messianic idea never

exist in a pure etate-- "even the restontive úorce has a utopian factor, and in

utopianism restorative factors are at work."22

Although Scholem believes that the prophets díd express a úorm of

messianism, with restorative and utopian factors intermixed, he also states

that "the predictions of the prophets do not yet give us any kind of well'

defined conception of Messianism."23 With this statement, Scholem makes a

sharT break with the Science of Judaism, which described the prophets as

representíng the epitome of the |udaism's messianic idea, its contribution to

the progress of cÍvilization, AccordÍngto Scholem, the writinge of Daniel,

Enoch, and other intertestamental works mark a shift in the way in which the

messiah was expressed, a shift frnom the prophetic to the apocaþtic,

Apocaþtic messianÍsm is charactenzedby the introduction of several new

elements, includint: a seer who claims the ability to see history from the

begÍnning to the end with particular emphasis on the ar:rÍval of a new aeon, a

number of dualisms which function to emphasize the antÍthetical

relationship between this age and the next, a catastrophic and destn¡ctive

element whích marks the revolutionary nature of the messianic age, and an

'?i lbid, p, 3,
,,Ibid, p,4,

"Ibid, p,5,
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emphasis on secrecrjr, a hidden knowledge. While several of these elements

appear in the prophetÍc writÍngs, the prophets tended to speak to mankind as

a whole and set forth images of ln which God Himself announces the the End

of Days to ever¡¡one, rather than to a single ÍndÍvÍdual,2l

For Scholem, what is vital to the messianic idea are its apocaþtic

characterÍstics: "lewish messlaniem is in its origins and by its nature- this

cannot be sufficiently emphasÍzed-- a theory of catastroPh"."'u Throughout

his essap Scholem reveals his favor for apocaþtic, which he represents as a

source of ]ewish creativity within the stultifying atmosphere of rabbinic

legalism. Since the messianÍc age is presumed to be whotly other to the past,"

there is an inherent tension between the conservative forces of rabbÍnic

halakha and the forces of apocaþtic messianism. The rabbis tried to co-opt

messianism by vÍewing it as a continuation and perfection of the halahkic

system; Scholem mentions as an example Maimonides' doctrine of the

messÍah, which views the messianic age as a time when the contemplative

knowledge of God through halakha will be eveÐJone's main concern,"

When a messianic movement actuallybroke out, however, it inevitably

assumed a break with the present order and thus introduced a wave of

2olbid, pp,5-7,
,ulbid, p,g,
2'Scholem qualifiee this view of a in "The Messianic ldea in KabbalÍsm" (ín lhe

(New York r Schocken Books,

27 Scholem, "MessianÍc ldea," p,25,
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antinomianism. For this reason

F¡om the point of view of the Halakhah, to be rure,

ludaism aþpears as a well-ordered house, and it is a

profound lruth that a well-ordered house is a dangerous
itring, SomethÍng of Messianic apocaþticísm penetrates
into this housei perhaps I can best describe Ít as a kind of
anarchic breeze,28

As long as apocaþticism remained a dormant element, deftred to the

future, it could be accepted as a part of the tradition and thus exist in harmony

with Halakha and be discussed openly in the study houses, As soon as

messianic expectation became acute, however, Ít came into tremendous

tension with the conseryative forces in Judaism, i,e,, the rabbis.

Scholem suggests two contradictory ways in which messianism existed

in fewish historical consciousnessi as an esoteric form of knowledge as well as

an exoteric form of knowledge, Toward the beginning of his essay, Scholem

remarks that "there is something disturbing in this transcendence of the

prophetic which at the same time carries along with it a narrowing of Íts [the

Messiah'sl realm of influence,"r WÍth the exile, the messÍanic idea became

more intensive as it became less realizable, As an esoteric form of knowinp

the messianic idea remained a hidden threat to the stability of rabbinic

authority-- that is until it erupted at a time of acute messianic expectation,

when it became a blatant threat requÍring censorship, After describing how

the rabbis-- and the rationalists (Íollowers of Maímonides) in particular-

attempted to stifle the revolutionary element of apocaþtic, Scholem

reassures us that they

have not, however, been able to hamper the continuing
effectiveness of radical apocaþtic, utopian currents in
|ewish messianism, On the contrary, one might say that this
apocaþticism was deeply rooted in popular forms of

'ulbid, p,23,

"Ibid, p,7,
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]udaism that were widespread durÍng the Middle Ages, The
esoterÍc element lncreaslngly spills out into the popular
domain.3o

At this point Scholem contradicts himself-- how can aPocaþtic be an esoteric

form at the same time it is popular knowledge? How does this "spillíng out"

happen?

Scholem does not answer this question; it seems that his essential

point is that the apocaþtÍc úorce must be garnered against the mainstream

rabbÍnic leadership. Apocaþtic is essentially a counter-history, a secret,

revolutionary force that constantly threatens to overthrow rabbinic authorityl

Much that was written in the Middle At9r did not at all suit
the fanqy of the responsible leadership, and sometimes we
learn of ideas and writinp, which did not gain entry Ínto the
'hÍgher literature,' only via fortuitously preser',red letters or
some hidden quotatÍon. This popular apocaþticÍsm presents
itself to us as prcpatanda lÍterature,3l

Scholem mentÍons the messianic ventures of Bar Kochba and Sabbatai Zeví

as examples of mythical apocaþtic legends that have remained alive despite

the rabbis' efforts to repudiate them,32 Even though apocaþticism may have

been a popular force, it was hidden by the rabbinic authorities, who were

threatened by a popular claim to knowledge, The two most important aspects

of apocaþticism, therefore, was that it was revolutionary and that it was

hidden.

Scholem's project, whÍch ís to expose the revolutionary asPects of

fudaism that have always existed hidden wÍthin dominant rabbinic culture,

recalls Berdychevski's attempt to unearth the revolutÍonary forces that had

been stifled by the forces of the "spirit" (the prophets and the rabbis)

solbid, p,19,
3'Ibid, p,19.

"Ibid, p,15,
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throughout |ewish history, Rebelling against the view of the ]ewish

community as a monolithic system which Prctresses toward a openly

understood ideal, Scholem and Berdychevski each expose the contradictory

forces which exist within the lewlsh community itself. Each reject the idea of

protress- change necessitates a break with the pasU according to Scholem "the

BÍble and the apocaþtic writers know of no Prcgress in hÍstory leading to

redemptÍorì."3 Messianism is an intnrsion rather than the culmination of an

evolutionary development.

Whtle the polemical character of Scholem's essay is certainly implicÍt

within lts theory of messianlsm, Ít Ís also explicit; Scholem makes Ít clear that

his aÍm is not only to put Íorth a theorybut also to negate previous theories

and assumptÍons, Scholem attacks ]ewish as well as Christian scholars of

messÍanism for having denÍed that ]udaism contains an apocaþtÍc tradition.

It was in the interest of Christians

to see it []udatsml as morlbund once it had brought forth
ChristÍanity. Their view led to the conception of a genuine
continuation of MessÍanism via the apocaþticists in the new
world of Christianity. But the other trcuP, too, paid trÍbute to
their own prejudices, They were the great ]ewish scholars of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, who to a great
extent determined the popular image of |udaism. In view of
their concept of a purified and traditional ]udaism, they could
only applaud the attempt to eliminate orliquidate
apocaþticism from the realm of fudaism. Without regrets
they left the claim of apocaþtic continuity to a Christianity
which, to their minds, gaineä nothÍng on that account,s

It is clear from this statement that Scholem sees apocaþticism as a positive,

dlmamic historical force, the source of ]ewÍsh creativity, Because they ignored

the continuity of apocaþtic in the |ewish tradÍtion, Scholem accuses ]ewish

historians not only of having sacrificed historical objectÍvity, but also of

"'Ibid, p,10,
31lbid, pp,8-9,
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having stifled the vÍtal, active element in JudaÍsm. Scholem Eoet so far as to

call all ChristÍan apocaþtic movements (he would define these as active

movements, those which take place ln the worldlysphere-- he names the

Anabaptists and ndical Puritane) ae inherently |ewish, since they exist in the

political realm rather than the lnternal realm, where Christian meseianism is

supposed to reside,35

According to Biale, Scholem's ideas maybe considered the

"unconscious product of an intellectual climate of opinion."s I have already

mentioned how Scholem's historiofaphy was a response to the Scíence of

|udaism and lts rationallstÍc interpretation of ]ewish history; Scholem

exposed its biases as well as its suppression of mysticism and apocaþtic,

Biale describes Scholem's protram thus¡

Where Wissenschaft des ]udentums saw only an hÍstorical
corpse, Scholem finds'hÍdden life.' He acceptslhe níneteenth
century estimation that if one consÍders only the ration¡l
aspect of the ]ewish tradition, ]udaism aPPears dead indeed,
But by also consÍdering'degeneracy' and 'impotent_.
hallutinations' as legitimate withÍn |udaism, one discovers
hÍdden life-- a great'IivÍngmyth'whi_ch Scholem finds in
fewish Gnosticism and the Kabbalah,3'

Biale's reference to the nineteenth century view that the purely rational is the

dead refers to the Ídeology of Neo-Romanticism which I dÍscussed in the

second chapter. Like Berdychevski, Scholem has been influenced by the anti-

rationalist tendencies circulating in Europe, and has reflected this tendency in

hÍs historiographyby int¡oducÍng apocaþtic and characterizing it as a break

with the past, Scholem's studies of Hasidism, Kabbalah, and mysticism are

markers of the influences of Neo-Romantic thought on a ]ewish thinker--

Ibid, p
ttBíale, Kabbalah and Counter-History. p,4,

"Ibid, p,11,
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Berdychevskí and Martin Buber also study these subjects. However, no

Jewish historian or ideologue had exposed the anti-rationalist aspects in the

prized Jewish MessÍanic ldea:

The new hÍstoriography did not emphasize as strongly the
catastrophic-apocÀþtii side of messianism, The nationalists
frequenlly wañted ió prove that ZÍonism was the culminatíon
an¿ futntiment of |ewish history rather than its abrcgation. To
be sure, writers like Berdychevski, who called for a radical
break with normatÍve, eiÍlÍc ]ewish history, maybe considered
apocaþtic, but,,.they nrely studied fewish apocaþtic
rñovem-ents of the päst in iupport of their own position,3s

Although apocaþtic imagerywasbeíng used in Zioníst politics (as in the

poetry of Greenberg), the apocaþtic aspect of |ewish messianic litenture had

not yet been acknowledpd in the histories of ]ewish messianism, ]oseph

Klausner, who claimed to have written an objective history of the fewísh

messianic idea frcm Biblical tÍmes to the present, had de-emphasÍsed or

ignored the particularistic aspects of |ewish messianism.

Scholem's plan was not simply to lash out at the Science of Judaism

and rationalist historiography; the Science of the ]udaism itself fits into

Scholem's philosophy of fewish hÍstory, Scholem sees the assimilationist

ideology of the ScÍence of ]udaism as a sort of apocaþtic element, a negation

of the past, AccordÍng to Biale,

Scholem implies that the rationalÍsts'negative relatÍon to the

fewish tradition has a structural sÍmilarity to Sabbatian
antinomianism. ]ust as the Sabbatian heresy had a constnrctive
side, so the demonÍc element in the Wissenschaft des

ludentums-- its critical historical method-' must be the key to
fu ture constn¡ctive historiography,3t

According to Scholem, the destructive force of Sabbataism caused a

weakening of nbbinÍc Ínstitutions, which allowed secularism (and therefore

uulbid, p,152,
ssBiale, Kabbalah and Counter-ÉIistory, p,10,
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pluralism) to infiltrate the ]ewÍsh community, Scholem therefore comPares

the destn¡ctive force of Sabbataism with the assÍmilationist and rationalist

ideologies of the Science of ludaÍsm, which provided him with the critical

tools to overturn those very ideologies, to find that "'Wíssenschaft has a

hidden history of its owñ."'{o

Scholem's apocaþtic historiography, the concept of constnrction

through negation, becomes a sort of twentieth century lewish theology,

Scholem's own response to the question of what endures within ludaÍsm. In

hÍs essay "The CrÍsÍs of Traditíon in ]ewish Messianism," Scholem reiterates

the questíon beÍng addressed by Ha'am, Berdychevski, and many other fewish

intellectuals at this time: what aspect of ludaism, íf any, persists through

time? He begins by describing three ways in which the the traditÍon evolves

and develops through history:

It can be carzied forward with a retentÍon of continuity; it can
be transformed through a natural Process of metamor3hosis
and assume a new configuration; and finally, it can be
subjected to a break which is associated with the rejection of
the tradition itself,rl

Scholem states that it is the break which is most prominent during his time, a

break emphasized by the "impetuous youth."{2 Surely Scholem is speaking

here of the German-fewish youth who are caught up in a Nietzschean form

of ideology similar to Berdychevski'si a revolutionary German-fewish youth

movement called the Blau Weiss (BIue and White), modeled after the

German nationalist Wandenrogel, had úormed by thÍs time (1917) under the

ideological leadership of Martin Buber.{3 Scholem wants to know what will

p,tt.
o'Gershom Scho1em, "The Crisis of Tradition in ]ewish Messiani¡m" in lheld€ÉÊignicldgÀ

inJudaísm. p,49,
oIbid, p,49,
otMosce, Crisis of Gernan ldeolo$¿' p,183,
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endure through that break, During the rest of the essay, he examines

examples of apocaþtic breaks in fewish history, úocusing specifically Ín the

area of research he is famous úor, the Sabbatian movement.

Significantly, Scholem does not offer a definitive answer to the

question of what Ín |udaism endures, sínce providing an answer would

negate hls own theory of apocaþtic: every etsence contaÍns an equally

powerful counter-essence, Scholem does warn of the danger of apocaþtic,

however, He ends his essay on an ominous note:

And so, from the pen of their last significant leader, lacob
Frank,,..we have i watchword which matchlessly expresses the
situation of these mystical 'soldiers' in the army of the_

MessÍah: 'soldiers aie not allowed to have a religion.' In its
positive valuation of both the situation of the soldier and the
iack of religion in the sen¡ice of a mystically understood world
revolution, this statement represents the extreme consequence
to whÍch a Messianic crisis of tradition, enrpting in the very
heart of |udaism, could lead.{{

With this statement, Scholem provides a clue to his own position on the

questÍon of tewish culture, which is a combination of Ahad Ha'am's cautious

respect for tradition and Berdychevski's desire for a break with the past' In

Scholem's historiofaphp rationalism and irrationalism, monotheism and

myth are díalectically interelated, Every apocaþtic vísion includes varying

degrees of a conservative restorative element (whÍch seeks to reclaim the

past) as well as a radical utopian element (which seeks a break wíth the paet),

It is at the point when one of these elements so far outweigh the other-- when

the utopian element becomes so strong that it elÍminates aII sense of

traditional authority or the restorative element becomes so strong that Ít

stifles vitality-- that fudaism suffers.

onrt'p,7?,
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Conclusion

loseph Klausne¡/s history of messianism fit into the Enlightenment-

Romantic view of lewish history as Greenber{s apocaþtic messÍanism fit

into Neo-Romantic ideology, After describÍng the way in whÍch these

ideologies became messianized, I explained how Gershom Scholem's

historiography of |ewish messianism incorTorated both of these ideologies.

Emphasizing the positive ¡ole that apocaþtÍc messianÍsm played in lewish

hístory, Scholem completely overturned the evolutÍonary historiography of

the Science of ]udaism,

Scholem's theoryof fewish messianism has had a tremendous impact

on the recent study of modern ]udaism, especially in the area of modern

fewish messianic movements, Gush Emunim, a fewísh Israelí millenarian

movement which I wÍll discuss in the next chapter, has been viewed through

the prism of Scholem's historiography, In the first chapter of this thesis, I

described how modern historiography represented a break with previous

forms of authorÍty in |udaism. In the next chapter, I want to anaþe how

fudaism has progressed thrnough this point of discontinuity: how has the

(relÍgious) fewish view of history changed, if it has changed at all? Does

Scholem's theory of apocaþtic apply to this modern form of |ewish

messianÍsm? Does it reveal any flaws in his theory or does it corzoborate it?

This question will lead me to a critique of fewish hÍstoriogaPhy,
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Chapter Four: Twentieth Century Rellgious Messianic HÍstoriosoPhy

Gershom Scholem has stated that, while attemptingto master the

Kabbalah, "there were two levels I was lnterested in for the sake of arriving at

an understanding of ]udaism¡ 'historiosophy'-- for the dialectic maniftsting

Ítself in spirítual processes-- and the philosophical-metaphysical sphere' I
tried to arrive at an understandingolwhat kept ludaism alÍve,"t With the

ideologÍcal motivation to understand what in ludaísm enduree after

modernity, Scholem studied lewÍsh messianism, Kabbalah, and mysticism in

light of the process of historical dialectic, contÍnuity and change. Throughout

his intenriewe and essays, Scholem refers to the dialectical theory of history

which is inherent in his theory of |ewish messianism in order to understand

modern Israeli socíety's relationehip to ]udaism, However Scholem

continually insists that ZÍonism is not in any way a messianic movement,

Scholem states that "Zionism is not a messianic movement, And that is íts

secret, Because as a messianic movement it is doomed in advance to failure."2

Scholem makes a distinction between the religious and the historical¡ ",,,I

think it would be catastrophic tf the Zionists or the Zionist movement erased

orblurred the borders between the relÍgious-messianic plane and the

politicat-historical reality."3 For Scholem, the Zionist state represents the

Jews' return into history, from which they have been absent for so long:

",,.Secularism is part of the process of our entry into history; entry into hÍstory

means assimilatinginto it,"{ In otherwords, Scholem has a definíte

understanding of what, in Judaism's transition to modernity, has been and

(New York: Schocken Booke, 7i76), p'20,
my italics,

'Ibid, p,34,

'Ibid, p,44,

'lbíd, p,34,
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must be negated: ludaism's "ahistorical" nature, which is represented by the

messianic idea, Of what hae endured after this negation Scholem is not at all

sure,

This ls becauee ln the transitlon from tnditional to modern society,

and the subsequent transition frcm the exilic state to the state of political

sovereignty, ]ewish history has not produced the sTnthesis that Scholem had

expected,s The two ideologies I have discussed, which are Ín no way

monolithic themselves, continue to exist in competition with each other, as

well as wíth other ideologies I have not touched upon in thís paper.' Each of

these ideologies had a different conceptÍon of the ]ewÍsh past, the IsraelÍ

future, and the connection between ]udaism and Israel, Ahad Ha'am, for

instance, saw the state of Israel as continuous with the pasU Israel would be

the culmination of |ewÍeh history, the representation of the ethical |ewish

prophetic ideal, the "líght unto the nations," Berdychevski, on the other

hand, saw the state of Israel as discontinuous with the fewÍsh pasU Israel must

break away f¡om the burden of fewish Diaspora history and reconnect itself

with the period when ]ews were strong, before the hegemonic takeoverby the

rabbis, Berdychevski thought that ]ews should reclaim the name "Hebrews,"

signifying their dissociation with the |ewish past.

A third Ídeology, whÍch I began to dÍscuss in the first chapter, was

espoused by the religious Zionists. Religious Zionists wanted Israel to abide

eZíonismaeadÍalecticalprtcess,heacknowledçethat'',for
the timebeingthere is no erTnthesie between [the],,,contradictorytrends wÍthin
Zionism,"'(*Lolem, Crieis. p,20,) But Scholem more than hinte at hísbelief that once the

|ewieh tradition completely metamoryhoeizee, thc ]ewe, Judaíem and Zionism wíII achieve
some sort of unity, Siholein ie an "Ahad Ha'amiet" in his ñith in eventurl ídeological
unification in leracl,

6 Onc ídeolo¡y that I hae not cntered my discueeíon is eocialism, Zioníet Socialiem wae

baeed onboth continuÍtyand diecontinuity with the ]ewieh past; Moees Hese viewed Diaspora

]ewieh inetitutions ae the representation of socialísm while David Ben€urion, the Labor
Zioniet leader, tended to view socialist Zioniste ae the new Heb¡ews, For a diecussion of Zionist
socialism, see Mitchell Cohen, Zion and State (NY: Basil Blackwell, 1987),
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by rabbinic law as closely as possible, and therefore could not tolente the

blatant usuryatÍon of tnditional authorÍty whÍch the secular cultural Zionist

protram proposed, The first Zionist settlement movement, Hibbat Zion

(1882-1897), was iointly controlled by Orthodox and secular Jews. It was not

longbeúore controversy developed over how strictly the pioneers should

adhere to the Torah, As Ahad Ht'am's cultural Zionist Prctram gained

adherents,T and a new wave of revolutionary immigrants arrived in

PalestÍne, religlous Zionlste broke away form the secularist "naturalists" and

formed thelr own party, MÍzrachi. Despite its own attempts for cultural

cont¡nol, religious ZionÍsm wae destined to remain politically isolated and

powerless; although Mizrachi was able to influence some aspects of Israeli

society, secular leadership, úor the most part, took control,s The "borders

between the religious-messianic plane and the political-historical reality"

were by no means clear, however. In response to the loss of religious Power

and the instability of Israeli socíety, Jewish messianic and millenarian

movements arose Ín full force. The number of members and the degree of

power of these movements have concomÍtantly trown, especially in the case

of Gush Emunim, a movement I will discuss in this chapter.

Until this point,I have not spoken about ]ewish messianism orthe

Jewish messianic idea outside of the ídeological framework of nineteenth

century-ear$ twentieth century Zionísm, Now I propose to speak about two

' Luz, P¡nllÊlt-Mcsl pp,ó3-9ó'
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modern |ewish messÍanic movements, Neturei Karta and Gush Emunim.l

want to anaþe these movements in order to approach the question of

continuity and discontinulty f¡om a dlfferent angle than I have thus far. In

the past chapters, I have epoken about contÍnuÍty and discontinuity in the

case of fewish history in relation to the modern European ideologies of

Enlightenment-Romanticism and Neo-Romanticism. Scholem's

interpretation of messianism was influenced byboth of these ídeologies, By

appl)nntscholem'e messianic theory to modern lewish messianíc

movements,I will ræveal the ways in whích this is so, at well ae demonstrate

the tenuous nature of the dichotomybetween contÍnuity and díscontinuity,

After províding some ethnographic background on these two modern |ewísh

movements, I will discuss Menachem Friedman's adaptation of Scholem's

"restorative" and "utopian" categories in his explication of the belief systems

of Netureí Karta and Gush EmunÍm. AfteroutliningFriedman's argument,I

will discuss how a shift in termínology reveals the assumptions in Scholem's

messianic theory, Next,I will discuss the question of lewÍsh fundamentalísm

and demonstrate how different interpretations of modern lewish messianism

furtherblur the borders between continuÍty and discontinuity. Finally, I will

anaþe the question of continuity and discontinuity in light of the past four

chapters, in the form of a conclusion.

Background on Nefurei Karta and Gush Emunim (NK and GE)

One of the primary interests of the maínstream religious Zionist pady,

Mizrachi, was to detach the Zionist state from any messianic implications it

míght have for religious fews, The movement's founder, Rabbi I.|. Reines,

made the following statement about Zionism:

There is nothing in this ideologT that relates to the idea of
messianic Redemption...,In none of the acts or aspirations of
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the ZÍonists is there the slightest allusion to future
Redemption, Their only intention Íe to improve the
conditións of life of Israel, to uplift their honor and to
accustom them to a lifr of happinece .,,how then can one
compare this idea with the ltraäitionallÍdea of Redemption?e

It was in the interest of the Mlzrachi movement to support the polítical

ZÍonism of He¡zl and reiect cultural Zionism, which promoted secular

"cultural" actÍvities such as eecular national education, MizrachÍ attempted

to fight off the growing hegemony of the cultural Zionists by emphasizing

that the Zionist state was to have no particular ideologÍcal significance. The

separation of the Zionist state and messianism was not tenable for many

religious tews, however. AccordÍng to Ravitsky, "...religious polemics about

Zionism-- and subsequently about the position and future of the state of

Israel-- increasingly focused on the messianÍc question, so that diametrically

opposed standpoints were formulated Ín connection with this question, even

on issues that were not directly related,uto So many elements of the Zionist

undertakÍng touched upon traditional messianic expectations, Iike the

ingathering of the exiles and liberation from úoreign bondage, while so many

elements contradicted those expectations, such as the severance of

redemption from religious repentance, that messianic questions were bound

to arise. Ravitsky artues that NK and GE formulated their messianic views

based on these contradictions,tl It could also be argued, however, that NK and

GE ideologies have pre-Zionist roots in thebattle against secularism,

The "Ultn Orthodory" which is the hallmark of NK's ideology as well

as the strict religiosity of GE's ideologT can be traced back to the beginning of

..RelígioueRadicaliemandPoIiticalMessianisminIsrael,,,in

Religious Radicalis'n and Po'litícs in Isiael. cd,byMenadrem Friedman and EmmanuelSivan
(AlbÁnyr Statc Univereity of New York Prees, 1990), p,11,

ro Ravitsky, "Religious RadÍcalism i' p'72,

" Ibíd, p,12,
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the infiltntion of secularism in the fewlsh community. According to facob

Katz, the term "Orthodox" first galned slgníficance fn the eighteenth century,

in opposition to the promoters of secularism (the "freethinkers"), Katz states:

It would be incorect to vÍew the behavior of these modern
adherents of tradition as simplyreproducingthat of earlier
generations. For those earlief generations, the traditíon had
been a self-evident and unquestioned guide to both relígÍous
obsenrance and religious thought, By contrast, those who
continued to adhere to tradition when its observance ceased

to be the universal characteristic of lewish society were at
once more self-aware and less self-confident, Their loyalty to
tndltÍon was the result of a
conscious decision, a stance assumed in defiance of the style
of a life adopted by other ]ews.t2

Katz refers to the Musar movement as one of the first signs of response by

Eastern European lews to the infiltration of modernism, since it

demonstrated that self-evÍdent and unreflective adherence to Torah was no

Ionger possible. In Hungary, where ]ews were directly exposed to the

influence of modernizingtendencies within German lewry, the Orthodox

stance became one of doubly strict adherence to the law and rejection of

innovation, Those who devÍated from the traditionalist way of life forfeited

their right to be called ]ews,"

While Katz traces "Orthodory" to dawn of modernism, he belíeves that

",..it was Zionism which drew the Orthodox out of their traditÍonal political

passivity, while hightighting the latent tension within Orthodory itself."1{

The founding of the state of Isnel was so full of messíanÍc implications, the

"]acob Katz, "Orthodox ]ews- From Paeeivityto Activíem," CsmnÊnlg4l79 (Feb, 84),

P,34,
'3lbid, pp,35-ó, Katz also chancterizee Orthodorybyite _"pe.ryasive passívity when it

came to any-kina of long-nn6;c planningforthe futuré of thc lewich co-m-munity"fp,g0), Thís is a

claeeíc exarhpte of ]ewÍJh hisloiians'teñdencyto view Orth_odoryae "ahistorical" and
inactive,In ñct, manyOrthodox communitieÉ'became actívelymilitantin_resPoinse to Zionism,
just as, not many yeare earlíer, they had rallied ag¡inst the "heretical" Haeidim,

"Ibíd, p,37,
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fact that lt was carded out by secular means produced a crÍsis among the

tnditional religious leadership. The crisis offset by the success of secular

ZÍonism caused a split wíthin the Orthodox community between the

religÍous ZÍonists and the rellgious anti-Zionists, This dichotomous split

fngmented later into a number of radÍcal splinter trcups. Two of the most

extreme trcups are the two polarmovements, Neturei Karta and Gush

Emunim,

According to Friedman, NK finst appeared as a dÍstinct ideologÍcal

ttroup in the 1930s, when the ]ewÍsh yishuv and the Arab nationalists were

coming into conflict and the Nazis were rising to power in Germany. These

political developments forted Agudat Israel, the extreme anti-Zionist lewish

relÍgious-polÍtical movement which included NK leaders, to form some

potitical alliances with Zionist leadership. In resPonse to Agudah's

abandonment of its isolationist principles, two members broke away and

formed a splinter group called Neturei Karta, "Guardians of the City," a name

derived from a parsate from the Jenrsalem Talmud (Hagiga 7ó:B) which calls

religious scholars rather than armed watchmen the trr¡e defenders of the

.ity.tt

The basic tenant of NK's Ídeology ís that the Zioníst state is the work of

Satan, a betrayal of Israel's covenant with God, According to Rabbi Amnm

BIau, a NK leader,

It was forbidden to Israel to attempt to free themselves by their
own stren$h and poweri Israel should tnrst in the Lord, await
salvation from the hands of the Lord and the Redemption
through the coming of the righteous MessÍah...,these Zionists
came to our Holy Lãnd to build their national home and
destroyed religion and uprooted our Holy Torah and our faith
in ouf tn¡e sa[vation through the coming of the Messiah; and

Friedman, " Jewish Zealote: Conservativc vel6u6 Innovative, " in Àeligisl¡Ê3sdi(glitn
Emmanuel Sivan (Albanyl Stateand Politice in Isnel ed, by Menachem Friedman and

ork Preee, 1990), pp,l28-129,Univereityof New Y
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their leaders ralsed the banner of revolt against the Kingdom
of Hgaven,,.,t'

NK rejects Agudah's polltical prtmary goal, whÍch io to transform Israel into a

"Torah true" ¡tate. Even if the lewish people were to repent and return to the

Torah the state would not be valid, sínce there ls no way for the state to

remove its original sin of establlshment, There is no hope for the lewish

state except that it will vanish and thus allow the trrre Messiah to come¡

"when these fthe ZionÍstslare wÍped out frcm Israel the Son of David lthe

Messiahlwill come."17

Despite its claim for |ewish passivity, NK expresses its radical

viewpoÍnts through the practice of zealotism, whích is viewed as a legitimate

religÍous phenomenon in the context of rabbinic (halakhic) |udaism, Zealous

practices consist of acts like vertal harassment, destn¡ction of property, and

stone throwing," NK's zealotÍsm isbased on textual precedent, which is

tnced f¡om the Bible through the Talmud:

The classical example of such religious zeal is that of
Plnhas, eon of Etazar, son of Aaron the Priest, who killed
both Zlmn, son of Salu, 'a chief in the Simeonite family,'
and CozbÍ the Midianite, dauthter of Zur, beúore the entire
congregatÍon of the children of Israel..,,1'

Although God praises Pinhas in the Bible, the Talmud has a more

ambivalent appraisal of his actÍons. According to the Talmud, Zim,n could

have killed Pinchas without punishment, sÍnce Pinhas was a persecutor,

However, Pínhas is also juetified-- but only if his action was committed in a

fit of uncontrollabte anter, the result of incredíble reli6ious emotion,æ

t t Rabbi-Amram BIau in Ravitieky, " Religioue Radicalism, " p,1 5,
t t quotc in Ravitsky, " Relígious Radicalísm,"p,1ó,
t' Friedman, "Jewieh Zetlots," p,134,
iofrcm Numbe¡re 25:1-15 in Friedman, "]ewieh Zec,Lots," p,732'

'ofrom Babylonian Tdmud, SanhedrÍn 81a,82b, in Friedman, "]ewieh Zealots," p,133,
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to Friedman, the Talmud's decision both eets a precedence for violent action

in the case of relÍ6íous anter and reflects an ambivalent attítude toward the

communal tenslon that any zealous act causee, especially the tension between

the zealot and his or her leader, The foundation of zealotism therefore

reflects (perhaps ironically) the reason (sensitivity toward the religÍous

leadership, which secular society refuses to respect) as well as the precedent

for the zealot's behavior. Because NK's oppositional activities are confined

to rabbinic precedent, Friedman refers to NK ae "conservative

fundamentalism."2l

The restraint which characterizes haredi (a self-descrÍptive term from

the Hebrew word "haredÍsh," meanÍntsomeone who trembles, that Ís,beúore

Godz ) zealotism is crÍtical to an understanding of the dÍstinction between it

and Gush Emunim, which views the founding of the Zionist state, and

especially the Six-Day war (when the West Bank and Sinai were taken) as

preliminary steps toward the messianic age. Because GE views contemponry

secular events as harbíngers of the messianic age, it justifies the use of

military force and terror, GE is an outgrowth of Mizrachi, the religious

Zionist movement in Israel, and in many ways represents the failure of this

movement, just as NK represents the faílure of Agudat Yisrael, the religious

anti-Zionist movement, According to fanet Aviad, GE's

emertence Íe a direct resPonse to the peculíar and
somelimes painfut experience of religious Zionism within
IsraelÍ society,,,,Gush Emunim is a revolt agaÍnst the
posture of disarticulation and askewness in relationship to
Zionist ÍdeologT and to the central institutions of the state,
Its ¡rcung leadert and activists reiected the self-imposed
constraints of the older religious-Zionist leadership and

2' Friedman, "]ewieh Zealote," pp'132'3'

"|ohnathan Webber, "RethinkíngFundamentalism:the Readjuetment of Jewieh_S_ocie_tyin
thc Modern World," in Studíes in Relígious Fundamentalism. ed, by Líone1 Caplan (NYl State

Univensityof New York Press,1987), p'101, 
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asritned to themselves a central role in determining the
polilical future of the country,æ

RelÍgious Zionists who had supported politÍcal Zionism found themselves

isolated from the secular leadership and ínstÍtutíons once the state of Israel

was founded, GE Ídeology prcvided new nationalist political motivation for

these estnnged relÍgious-ZionÍst |ews, In addition to this political

motivation, Friedman finds wíthÍn the GE ideology a renewal of religÍous

motÍvatÍon. Because Mizrachi's brand of relígíous ZionÍsm had to combine a

modern way of life with the obsenrance of halakha, diminished religiosity

was the inevitable outcome, Aware of the fact that what they were taught ín

yeshiva was not srTnchronÍzed with their way of life, second generation

lewish ¡rcuth were attracted to the religioue-political teachings of Zvi

Yehudah Kook, who interpreted the writinp of his father, Rabbi AI Kook.

Both father and son are credited with the creatÍon of a new religious world'

view which legitimÍzed the collusion of religious Zionists with the secular

Zionist leadership, forming the basis of GE ideology.2{

Rabbi Isaac Kook (Rav Kook) war an innovative ]ewish thinker of the

early twentieth century, He attended Volozhin yeshiva, the one yeshiva Ín

Eastern Europe which combined secular and Talmudic learning, and the place

where Berdychevski also received his training. Kook had extensive

knowledge of modern philosophy as well as Kabbalah, and attempted to

assimilate the two. Like Scholem, Kook was interested in historical dialectícs,

and he portrayed history in terms of "an ongoing tension between the new

light evoking a constant regeneration of life, and a heritage from earlier

illuminations that had become crystallized in hallowed texts, A tension, in

"Janet Aviad, "The ContemporÀn/ Isneli Pur¡uit of the Míllennium," Bdigicnl4 (1984),

pp,199-200,

" Friedman, "|ewish Zetlots," pp,138-139,
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other words, between new creativity and tradition,"ã As the chief rabbi of

mandatory Palestine in the yearc between 1921 and 1935, Rav Kook was

known úor making extremely liberal halakhic decisions, since he saw the

halakha as the imperfect expression of divine forms,t'

Rav Kook saw particularity and universality as intrinsically connected,

Each individual has a unique identity while remainint Ptd of a community.

Kook works from the KabbalÍetic notÍon that everythingie good and thus

capable of becoming sacred, He saw every human idea, including secular

ídeas, as derived from God and deserwing to be heard: "Each body of thought

has its own logÍc and all Ídeas are tied to each otherby a systematic

relatedness,,.,There is no such thint as a vain or useless thought."? Kook in

fact criticized the religÍous leaders of his time for causing secularism, which

Kook viewed as a result of the rabbinic stringency and indifference to the

world."

Kook believed that faith in God was a natural inclination in humans,

so that even if an action orbelÍef seemed secular or even atheÍst on the

surface,lt is actuatly motÍvated by the dÍvÍne.æ The Zionist movement,

therefore, could be interpreted ae the Ínner workÍngs of God and path toward

Redemption, Kook believed that in the final stage of Redemption, an

ve

nationalíst and secular aspect of redemption and íts mptic and universalisticrspect '(p,48),

Thís strikee me âs eo similãrto Kook'e vlew of redemption in the modern world, that I muet
wonder how much of *holem 'e concept of the messiinic idea in Kabbalism has been influenced
byKook ae well asby modernity,

zolbid, p,5,
tt Kook in Bokser, "Inboduction," p 9,
28 Boeker, "bnt¡oductÍon," p,13,
20 Ravitsky, "Religious Radicalism," p,22,
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upheaval of human consciousness will occur when people realize that their

actions had all alongbeen the workinp of God, so that "hidden repentance

becomes open repentance, unconsclous recognition becomes conscious."æ

The state of Israel wÍIlbe a light unto the nations,bringingabout Kook's

concept of interdependence and the unity of all ideologies, Kook'e phÍIosophy

of history resembles a Romantfc notÍon of gradual progrese toward a

universalistic ideal; the only apocaþtic elemente are the eudden ræalization

by the secularists and the concept that fews should renew agriculture in a

dialectical negation of the exÍIÍc wayt of life.

Atthough Kook is the first "influence" pointed to in any discussion of

GE, Kook would probably not approve of GE ideology. GE did not aPPear as a

distinct group until after the 19ó7 war, when Israel occupied the West Bank

and Gaza StrÍp. The teritorial "vÍctory" was experienced by religious Zionists

as the "peak moment in the progressive realization of natural redemption."3t

A number of works were written after the war; one, by Menachem Kasher,

referred to the war as the phase of the MessÍah son of Joseph, which was to

precede Messiah son of David, the final Messiah,32 Militant nationalist

partÍcularÍsm and settlement in the occupied te¡ritories became the

ideological program of GE.

Historiosophy of NK and GE in relation to Scholem's theory of messianism

Menachem Friedman's definÍtÍon of fundamentalism is similar to

'olbid, p,25,
3r Avi¡d,"Contemporary Pursuit," p.203,
., The Talmud dietinguishee between two MessÍahs: the Messi.þ *t of- Joeeph and the

Messiah eon of David, Tñe Messiah son of foseph was suPPoted tobe a warlíke messiah who
will die in battlc ae he prepares the way for tlie Davidiõ messiah, Kasher believcd that the

Messiah son of Joseptr rioui¿ accomplieir material goals, such as preparingltre wllforlewish
settlement, rot ãf ¡år"ph wouldbe the material Meisiah and son of David the-spiritual
Messiah (DavÍd Biile, î'The Messianic Connection:Zionism, Politice, and Settlement in
Isrrel," io¡n'nentary 14 (Sept/Oct 85), p,3ó),Scholem describec these two messiahe ae an

example of the cataót¡ophifnature of çocaþtic (Scholem, "Messianic ldea," p.18),
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Scholem's definltion of messlanic apocaþticiem: "a religÍous outlook

shared by a group of believers who base theirbelief on an ideal religious-

political reality that has existed in the past or ie expected to emerge in the

future,"3t This definltion of fundamentalism enables Friedman to apply

Scholem's two categories of messianic forces, the restorative and the utopian,

to the two dlametrÍcallyopposed movements, Neturei Karta and Gush

Emunim. The two movements seem to fit very neatly into these categories,

as well as into the category of apocaþtic in general; NK looks back at a past

time which Ís conceived as idyllic, and therefore sees the messianÍc future as

continuous with the past, while GE looks forward to a time that has not yet

existed, and thus sees the future as discontÍnuous with the past. NK believes

that the present state of the world, including the modern state of Israel, is

exilic, while GE perceives the present state as categorically different from the

exilic state.3r Although GE does believe that the messiah enlightens the world

in stages (a Kabbatistic conception), it does not believe that the actual

messianic age can be calculated, a vital aspect of Scholem's conception of

apocaþtÍc. Despite these clear alignments, however, the use of Scholem's

model is problematic.

Before I anaþe the historiosophies of NK and GE in terms of

Scholem's messianic theory, some clarÍfication of the historiosophic

principles of the two movemente is in order, NK demands adherence to the

primary historiosophic principle that the Torah and its commandments

(Torah as it has been interpreted by the rabbis through the ages, i,e,, halakha)

must precede the fewish nation, AccordÍng to NK's ideology, the inversion

of this hierarchybyboth religious and cultural Zionists represents a mutiny

3t Fríedman, " Jewieh Zet\ole," p.727,
31lbid, p,727,
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atainst God, who ln givingfewlsh people the Torah, commanded that it not

to be like other nations, According to Friedman, NK not only has specific

demands úor the present, but also a vision of the future: the messianic age

will not be anything like the secular state of Israel, but will resemble Eastern

European societybefore the comrptÍon of modernization.3s The members of

NK view themselves as the remnant of Israel, guarding the future through

their strict adherence to the commandments: "They who live at the fringes of

history in the present are the messenters of the promise and determine the

fulfillment of history; they are the remnant of lerael destined to mold the

whole of Israel rÌlêw,"$

In contrast to NK, GE believes that the first stages of the messÍanic

transformation have taken place with the úounding of the state of Israel. GE

Ís able to answer the two questions which plagued the Mizrachi movement--

"does one have the right to urge on redemption through worldly meanr" and

"does one have the right to work with fews who havebroken the covenant

with God"-- with the integrative historiosophy of Rabbi Kook. Kook broke

down the distínctÍons between the worldly and the otherworldly, the sacred

and the prcfane, while at the same tíme creating a new dualism- conscious

and unconscious motÍvatÍons, By ascribing messianic meaníng to current

historical events, Kook, and laterGE, was able to justifyhis natíonalism,

According to Friedman,

,,.as NK unequivocally defines the historícal reality as a state
of Exile, it regards any deviatÍon f¡om the 'traditional' way of
life as constituting a 'revolt' against Divine ProvÍdence, In
contnst, by designating the current historical situation a state
of Redemption, GE broadens the historÍcal frame of reference
to encompass the 'utopian realities' in traditíonal reliSious
literature,,.,37

sslbi¿, p,131,

'6Ravitsky, "Religious Radicalism i' p,77 
'

tt Friedman, "Jewish Zealots," p'140,
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UsÍng Scholem'e historÍogaphy of ]ewÍsh messÍanism as a heuristÍc model,

Friedman places NK ideology Ínto the restorative category and GE ideology

into the utopian category, However Friedman does not use the same

terminology Scholem does; lnstead, he calls NK "conseryatÍve" and GE

"innovative," This semantic ehift is sÍgnificant, eince it reveale some of the

ambiguitíes lnherent within Scholem's messianic theory,

Scholem'e theory of messianism was fashioned with an ideological

motivation: to reveal the pluralistic nature of ludaism, Scholem wanted to

expose the |udaísm's mythical, apocaþtÍc aspects ín order to counteract the

overly rationalistic and monolithic interpretation of |udaÍsm put lorth by the

Science of tudaism, However, unlike BerdychevskÍ, Scholem did not entirely

reject the rationalistic, continuous view of history. Scholem divided the

oppositional messianic force into both restorative and utopian elements in

order to show how each messianic movement constituted a continuation of

tradition as well as a revolt against it, Since the restorative element strove for

the return of the fewe to polÍtícal sovereignty in the Holy Land, it preached a

radical change in the [ews' exilic existence, but only within the strÍct

framework of tradition: messianÍc times would restore the lews to theÍr

original state, making possible the fulfillment of aII the commandments. The

utopian-catastrophic view, on the other hand, envísÍoned an entirely new

world, unlike anything that has previously existed. The utopian aspect is

associated with apocaþticism, which predicts a sudden historical nrpture

before the arrival of the new aeon.* When a messíanÍc movement enrpted,

"it had to reach a point where the energies that lay dormant Ín these two

elements would emerge into conflict with each other-- the conflict of the

p,149,
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tradition of the past [the restorative elementl versus the presence of

redemption [the utopian element]."3t

Scholem laments the fact that "ln our time it ie the [utopian]break

which is in the foreground,"r0 ùnd,like Ha'am, attempts to foresee t new

constnrction, Scholem rhetoricatly asks, "What persists even after this break?

Is thebreak in tradition reallyabreak?"{r but does not expect an answet,for

this question expresses a deep tension Ín modern Israeli socíety, the tension

between the |ewish people and the fewish religion, Ha'am wanted to mitigate

this tension by redescribing |udaÍsm Ín terms of a persistinp prophetic

essence, while Berdychevski wanted to nullÍfy the tension by relieving fews

of theburden of ]udaism, Religious ZionÍsts thought theycould live within

the tension, while simply tryirt to ínstitute as many relígious policies as

possible.

It is in the mÍdst of this instabílity that the two modern messianic

movements, NK and GE, arose ln Israel, Can theybe described in terms of

Scholem's messianic theory, when the essential aspect of thÍs theory seems to

be that messianism involves a ¡evoJf against tradition? In Scholem's theory,

the antinomÍan and mythical aspects of apocaþtic had infused ludaism's

stuffy legalism with a steady stream of vitality over the thousand years of its

existence. NK and GE, however, are strictly religíous (they abide by halakha).

According to Scholem's definition, however, the Jewish messianic idea is

inherently oppositional, against the halakha; the rabbinic legal system

represented the conseryatÍve force whÍch had no part in the messianíc idea

and was, in fact, disnrpted by Ít. In the modern case of lewish messianism,

the distinctions between dominant and opposítional, continuity and

dition in ]ewieh MeeeianÍsm," p,52,

'olbid, p,49'
ailbid, p,49,
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discontlnuity, are blurred, Scholem's two messíanic categoríes, the

restorative and the utopian, are called into question by the nature of the shift

frcm traditional to modern society.

NK could not be consÍdered a restontÍve messianic movement since

its members preftrbeingin a state of exile tobeingin Palestine. The label

"conservative" is more valid, since, above all, NK memberc are nostalgic of

the authority they once had in the ]ewish communities in Eastern Europe.

According to Scholem, extreme restoratívism is characteristic of the most

"rationalistíc" t¡pes of |udaism; MaimonÍdes, for example, is the paradigmatic

upholderof restorative messianism, In orderto make fudaism and

ratíonalism compatible, Maimonides tried to rid the messianic idea of its

eupernatural elements, and thus legitimized the return to Zion by natural

means,{2 Maimonides,like the prophets, regards the messianic ate as

restorative and as a public event realized in the community,{3 Scholem's

association of the restorative trend with rational rabbinÍc |udaism maybe a

result of hÍs association of continuity with modern rationalistÍc

interpetations of Jewish history,{{ Mamonides,like the modern rationalists,

was antí-apocaþtic. However NK believes that the only way the Messiah

will arzÍve is by a mÍracle; its literature Eoes into detail about how the

secularists be destroyed in the messÍanic wars. The extreme suPernaturalism

idee'e¡tatementi'''DonotthinkthattheMeeeiahneedeto
perform eigne rnd mínclee,bringabout r now state of thingp in the world, rcvívc the dead, and
ihe tikc, It-ie not eo,,,,Rather it iJ thc casc in theee m¡tterr that the etatutes Ín the Torah are

valid forever and eternally, Nothing can be added to them or takcn away from
them"'(Mùimonidee in Scholem, "Meesianic ldea," p,28),

a3 Scholem, "MeseÍanic ldea," p,31,
ttThe analogrbetween restontive messianism and modern ntionalism çts confusing,

Scholem aesociJee assimilationist hietoriane with utopianism, since these hietoriane do not
want to return to Paleetine at all and inetead see the fulfillment of meesianism in
En1igþtenment universalism (ftholem, "Meesianic ldea," pp,26-27), *holem would prcbab-ly

assoãiate Gnetz'e historiography with extremely restontíve messianism, eince it úoreees the
return to Paleetine in a natural, ntherthan miraculous, way,
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whÍch Ís characteristic of NK ideology is actually an attribute Scholem ascribes

to the utopian messianlc idea: since utoplaniem sees the Messiah as a break

wÍth history, one cannot act in hlstory to bring it about.

GE, the group which Friedman associates with the utopían element of

messianism, is the movement which fully supports human action in

bringing about the messiah. Rather than foresee a messÍanic age which will

be completely other to the present, GE's innovative theology is able to create a

bridge between the present secular eystem and the messianic age, to make the

present and the future contlnuous, Friedman calls GE "lnnovative

fundamentalism" because Ít is able to escape rabbínic precedent-- a

characterÍstic of Scholem's conception of apocaþtic. However GE makes use

of a wide rante of sources, including Maimonides, who is associated with

restorative messianism by his doctrines, that the Messiah will come thrcugh

natural means and that the halakha will be relevant in the messianíc ate,ou

Modernityprovides a set of circumstances whÍch question Scholem's

concept of the |ewish messianic idea, The apocaþtic can no longerbe

described as an anomian force which threatens to overthrcw the present

orderi modernÍtyitself is the ultimate in Sabbatian-like antÍnomÍanÍsm, The

modern world does not fit into Scholem's conception of the stagnant

consenrative force; modernity, according to Peter Berger,

means a profound change in the temporal stn¡cture of
human experience, a powerful ehift f¡om the past and
present to the future as a primary orÍentation for
imagination and activity; it also means that large areas of
human life, previously considered to be dominated by fate,
now come to be perceived as opportunities for choice,
whetherby the individual or the group,"

The possibilÍty that modernitymarks a shift in the the way time Ís thought

eli Pureuit," p,273,
asPeterBer¡pr, Facintup to Modernib¡(Harmondsworth:PenguÍn Bæks, 7977),pp'102'112,
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about hearkens back to a discussion in chapter one, when I discussed Burke's

artument that medleval wayt of vlewing the past were difftrent f¡om

modern wayc. Burke artuec that innovatlon and change are features of

modern society, while cultural stability and adherence to communal

stnrctures a¡e featuræs of medieval society, I. the shift to modernity,

thereúore, acting in hÍstory can no longerbe associated with the restorative

(consenrative) úorce, since change is associated with modernity, Nor can the

utopian force be confined to inaction, Since a historical sense is associated

wÍth modernity, acting Ín historyis now dÍscontinuous wÍth the traditional

past,

The QuestÍon of lewÍsh Fundamentalism

Not only is Scholem's theory of ]ewísh messianism based on a static

model (a movement is either considered restorative, utopian, or a little of

each),but his model is thoroughlybased in modern concepts. Scholem

assumes, for instance, that the restorative, ratÍonal and conservatÍve are

interconnected as well as the utopian-catastrophic, irrational and innovative.

Scholem also clearly privileges the mythÍcal and apocaþtíc (associated with

the utopian element) over rabbinic legalism (associated wÍth the restorative

element). The attempt to place the modern messianic movements, GE and

NK, into these categorÍes reveals some of the prnoblems wÍth this model: the

characteristics of the restorative and the utopian shift and merge, the questÍon

of who is dominant (continuous) and who ie oppositional (discontinuous)

are confused.

But Scholem's messianic theorywas not just a discussion of |ewish

messianic movements; Ít was also a theology addressed to the modern state of

Israel, What was to endure and what was to be destroyed in fudaism's
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tnnsitÍon to modern society? Scholem combined Ahad Ha'am's and

Berdychevskl's answers: there will be both destrr¡ction and continuity, just as

each messianlc movement lsboth restorative and utopian,

In the last section, I add¡essed the question of whether NK and GE are

descriptive of the restorative and/orinnovatíve elements in Scholem's

theory of messianism. Now I will address some the questions embedded in

the issue of continuity and discontinuityby anaþing the debate amont

]ewish hlstorians ae to whetherthe modern úorms of ]udaÍsm pncticed by NK

and GE are continuous ordiscontinuous with traditional forms of fudaism,

Any fewish historian will atree that NK and GE express |udaism differently

than traditional forms; Friedman, Lazarus-Yafeh, Webber, and Biale all agree

on this point. However, Friedman and Lazanrs-Yafeh call these movements

írrational and fundamentalÍstic, whÍle Webber and Biale question these

particular defi nitions,

Webber Ís the only one of the four to actually define fundamentalísm.

He states that, besides beÍng used to refer to a particular form or manifestation

of ChrÍstianity, the term has a more general use, referrÍng to

a mode of socÍal organÍzation and a tendency towards
charismatic leadership, a self-perpetuating and self-enclosing

t¡oup literature, stylaof opposÍtional discourse, social
ñetw-orks, boundary maintenance and wo rld-view generally-
- such that the presence of a suffícient number of of these
characteristic ellments would seem to provide a prima-facie
case úor the existence of the fundamentalÍst phenomenon
and, therebp for its interpretatÍon.{7

The term "fundamentalism" datesback to the a generation afterthe time

when modernism first became an international tendency in the arts of the

West. Caplan points out that that fundamentalism was originally a "self-

advertising label," used by those who saw themselves as defending the

amentalÍsm,"p,95,
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fundamentals of their ftith. Since it was appropriated as a negative epithet to

refer to those who have rejected modernism in favor of religÍous claims to

tnrth, the term was dropped as a sign of pride,{8 The secular aPPrcPriation of

the name euggests that fundamentalism locatee its character elsewhere than

within itself and specÍfically draws attentíon to the force of external

categorizatlon in shaping its idenlÍty. While ]ewish fundamentalists are

those who, to the secular Israeli, aPPear to remain unassimilated or else

refuse to assimilate, fundamentalists actually draw "not only its primary

stimulus but also its insights, points of reference and even its otherwise

curious alliance with materialÍsm, from certain distinctive features of the

modern world,"{e The irreligÍosity of the modern fewish world provides the

fundamentalist with a focus for his or her proselytizing energies,* as well as

with new and efficient ways to spread the word-- TV, bumper stickers, vans,

etc,5t

According to Webber's definition, NK and GE are fundamentalist

troups, although NK Ís more isolationist and oppositional ín respect to

secular society than than GE is, Referring to NK as "conservative

fundamentalism,"u' Friedman states that

,,,haredireligiosity is certainly not consistent wÍth traditíonal
relÍgiosÍty,,,,Haredi self-identifi cation is,.,determined not
ontyby it-s specÍal historiosophical and historiographical 

_

poíirtJof viáw but by the awareness of the degree to which
ihese have been devÍated from on the politÍcal, religious, and
social levels,s

n," in 'imed,bYlionel
Caplan (NY: New York State University Press, 1987), p,3,

a0 Webber, "Rethinking Fundamentalism," p,99,
solbid, p,99,
sr lbíd, p,10ó,
t' Friedman, "lewish Zealots," p,127,
53lbid, pp,131-2,
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Friedman refers to NK as a "radical religious gtoup"sr and as "extremists."ss

Friedman does not define fundamentalism Ín hÍs essap and the tone Ís

decidedly negative,

Webber also sees Israeli religious grouPs such as NK as 'fully

contextual wtth the modern world in whích it moves,"sô and defines these

forms of |udaism as fundamentalist. However he also suggests a need to

probe this definition within a partícular Jewish IsraelÍ context, asking

How farhas a fundamentalist definition of ]ewish cultural
goals, in terms for example of leade*hiP, rÍtual o¡ identity
þneratly, interacted with or emerged from fewish society's
èvident internal reconstnrction on the basis of what one
mÍght call its encounter wíth modernity?57

The first problem with labeling radical Israeli relÍgÍous trouPs

"fundamentalist" is that the term does not directly translate into Hebrew, or

Ínto the fewish context in general, While "..,fundamentalism 'exists' in

fudaism,"ss Ít is not co-extensive with its referent in Christianity, Christian

fundamentalists claim the inen¡ancy of scripture, while |ewish

fundamentalists claim the inerrancy of halakha-- that is, they accept the

authority of a long chain of nbbis who have interpreted the Bible, According

to Webber, the halakha is the single form of authority over all ]ews,

The cultural space occupied by ]ewish fundamentalism ís

thus traditionally not a sphere of oppositional discourse, as

it maybe in the Christian context, but rather the reverse--
the sdlf-defining embodiment of natural leadership and
authorityin the Jewish world,se

Because ]udaism is defined in terms of practice more than in terms of belief

@
55lbid, p.135,
sG Webber, "Rethinking Fundamentalism," p,100,
57lbid, p,100,
58lbid, p,102,
50lbíd, p,102,
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it's fundamentalist úorm differs from the úorm of Christian fundamentalist

community, which defines ltself as a voluntary group of believers, lewish

fundamentalísts do not perceive discontinuityin the modern world,

specifically in regard to the halakha, which is eternally valid. Thus Webber

indicates that ]ewish "fundamentalism" maybe more a residual category than

a modern category.

When Scholem spoke about messianism in the modern context,

although he did not refer to messianism directly, he made implicit analogies

between the destn¡ctive force of modernism and the destructive force of

Sabbataism, Scholem viewed modernism,like Sabbataism, as an oppositÍonal

úorce, a dangerous yet necessary step in the dialectical process of ]ewish

history, The question Webber asks, therefore, is when modernists use the

term fundamentalist, are they signaling that it is they who occupy the sphere

of oppositÍonal dÍscourse, or have the ]ewish socÍal roles in the modernity so

completely changed that the situation has reversed, so that fundamentalism

has become the "constantly nagginp oppositÍonal periphery?"ô0

By splittint open the question of lewish fundamentalism in this wap

Webber ¡æveals through this single term some the problems of self-definitÍon

in Israeli society, in relation to its continuity and,/or discontÍnuity with the

|ewish religion and rabbinic authority. Webber poÍnts out that in the fewish

context, the term "fundamentalist" Ís used relative to the speaker, sínce every

]ew in Israeli society who abÍdes by the halakha to some degree could be

fundamentalist, As Scholem said, a |ew must assimilate into history,ól and

Webber atreesi "]ews consider themselves'modern' to the degree that they

have acculturated or assÍmilated Ínto the wider secular or secularÍzed

'olbid, p,102,

't Sdtolem, Crisís. p,34,
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culture...supported by a varíety of competing ideologÍes,,,"ó2 Fncm the

moderníst standpoint, a Jew must re-adjuet externally as well as Ínwardly,

abidingby imposed ideologies and changing the lewish system of worshÍp

and law,

AccordÍng to Webben úor the secular ]ew in IsraelÍ society,

fundamentalism is a useful reference-trcup against which the sincerity of his

or her own culture can be measured. Preciselybecause anyone is a potential

fundamentalist, and the distinction between the fundamentalist and the

modern Israeli is not clearlydefined, the "extremist" reference group is

needed, in order to enforce the idea that the society is indeed polarÍzed,

Webber cites modern Isneli society's "obsessíon" with NK, a relatively small

and powerless minority community, as an example of this society's need for a

reference group.ó3 FundamentalÍsm is also a threat to Israeli society, since the

socÍety attaÍns its modern status precíselyby shedding its traditional world-

view; the fact that this world-view is still embodied in those deviant

reference-troups may reveal the self-definltional ambiguities within that

societyr,il

Webber suggests that modernism remains in constant tensÍon with

fundamentalist halakha, and in fact continues to communicate with it;both

eides collude with each other and define each other. While

fundamentalism's reliance on modern societyis fair$obvious (I have

already mentioned several examples), modern society's reliance on

amentalism," p,103,
63lbid, p,10ó,

"lbid, p,l08, Webber describee the secular Israeli's ¡elationship to the haredi (strictly
religioue Jewe) in terms of fear and feelinp of ínftriority, He obviouely hae a bias a¡ginst
secularlsraeli lífe, However,I can relate to rome extent to his description, since I have
experienced the tensíon and hoetilityin an secularlsraeli reet¡unnt when a haredi comec in to
begformoney, Thc antipathytoward thc ]ew who refueee to acccpt modernítyin Isnelí society
is I'eat and màybe a result ofnegptive prcjectíon (the Jew prcjecte neg¡tivc qualitiee ftared
within him orherself onto the haredi),
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fundamentalist notions is less eo. One example of this process Webber offers

is the idea that Zionlsm ltself approprÍates fundamentalist concepts of

scrÍpture in order to support its own continuity with the past, Webber points

out that

the nationalist re-evocation of the concept of the Promised
Land amonpt modernist fews, though perfectlycompatible
wtth retiglous values and preoccupations as tradltÍonally
defined, is exceedingly odd Ín the context of a moderníst
ideology that would otherwise rid itself of obscure, irrational,
and mystical beliefs.ó5

ThÍs Ídea reminds us that Ha'am's concept of eternal, transcendent |ewísh

morality had no concrete scíentÍfic basis, nor certainly did Berdychevski'e

mystical, militaristic conception of ludaism; both of these ideologÍes,

however, have become integral and competing parts of modern IsraelÍ self-

definition.

The self-definítÍonal ambiguitíes engendered by the unclear

distinctions between "Israeli" and "Jewish--" the unclear nature of Israel's

continuity and/ or discontinuity with the [ewlsh past-- are evident frcm

seemingly objectíve historical studies, I have already mentioned how the

messianíc theories of Scholem, Klausner, and Graetz were influenced to

different extents by the modern Ídeologies, Enlightenment-Romanticism and

Neo-RomantÍcism, What these theories had in common, however, was the

view that the "messiah" constÍtuted a continuous category throughout ]ewÍsh

history, a view which ítself legitÍmized the Zionist enterprise. William Scott

Green has points out how ]ewish historians lÍke Scholem have assumed the

constant centralÍtyof the the messiah in ]udaism:

most scholarship on the messiah has postulated forboth
fudaism and Íts Israelite precursor(s) a single, unilorm
religious pattern Ín which messianic belief was both decisive

65lbid, p,115,
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and tenerative, Consequently, a scholarly work on the topÍc
has ténded to be neither analytical nor interpretÍve, but
cnrdely historical. The majorstudies have sought to trace the
development and transformatÍons of putatÍve messianic belief
througL an incredible and near$ comprehensive arr_ay of
ancient literary sources-- from its alleged genesis Ín the
Hebrew Bible through the New Testament, rabbinic literature,
and beyond- as if ail these writÍngs were segments of a linear
continuu¡n and were prcPerly comparable. Such work
evidently aims to shape a chronological string of sup_posed

messianic references ínto a plot for a story whose endÍng is
already knowni Ít is a kind of sophisticated prcof-textÍng, T}l.is
diegetical approach to the question embeds the sources in the
conlext of iñypothetical religion that is fully represented in
none of them, It thus privileges what the texts do not say over
what they do say,*

Klausnen Scholem and Gnetz each assume that ]udaism in its "exilic" form

is somehow incomplete, that because they perceÍved themselves caught

between exile and redemption the |ews did not "live in history," This view is

exemplified in Scholem's passage:

What I have in mind is the price demanded by Messianism,
the price which the ]ewish people had to pay out of its own
substance forthis idea whÍch it handed overto the world.
The magnitude of the Messíanic idea coresponds to the
endless powerlessness in fewish history during all the
centuries of exile, when it was unPrePared to come forward
onto the plane of world history. ,,.In ]udaism the Messianic
idea has compelled a life lived in defermenf in which
nothing can be done definitively, nothint can be irzevocably
accomplÍshed,'7

Redemption was conceived by Scholem as the "historical outlook of

fudaism,"" WhíIe Scholem thought that Zionism was the culmination of

"William &ott Green, "Intrcduction: Messiah in Judaiem : Rethinking the Oueetion," ín
JacobNeuener,W,S,Green,andEmeetFíerichs,eds,,@(Cambridgpl
Cambridgp UnivereityPrees,lgTS), p,2, myítalice , Green etates that "To violate ordinary-
scholarlyprÍnciplee ofevidence and inftrence with such forced ar6-u_mentc reqllfc powerful
externaimotivÃtíone "(p,8), Green attributee these motÍvrtíons to ]ewish and Christian
polemic, Anotherpowérfrl motivatot however, wae certainlyZionism, which regprded these

"sophistÍcated" proof texte as precedent for the Jewish etate,
tt Scholem, "MeesÍanic ldea," p,35,
8'Ibid, p,35,
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this continually developing historical outlook, he also saw it as the dialectical

transúormation of this outlook-- the transformatÍon of the "ahistorical" lews

to the "historical" ]ews, For Scholem, ZÍonism had to be both continuous

and discontÍnuous with the messiah: the collapse of continuity and

dÍscontinuÍty.

The Ídea that continuity and discontinuÍty are historical and

ideological constructÍons ls revealed Ín a debate between David Biale and

Hava Lazanrs-Yafeh on the question of whether or not Gush Emunim has

"real" historical roots in the past, Biale begins the article with list of GE's

historical sourcesi Rav Kook, Yehuda Zvi Kook, Menachem Kasher, etc,; but

most notablp he includes Moses Maimonídes, the twelfth centuryfewish

theologian who is said to be the upholder of a "realistic messÍanism"'e which

provides the basÍs for twentieth century religious Zionist thinkers.

Maimonides' doctrÍne was in turn based on a statement in the tractate

Sanhedrin, where the third-century rabbi Samuel states, that in the time of

the Messiah, there wíIt be no difference between this world and the next

except for Israel's renewed politicat sovereignty.To During this Íntroduction,

Biale states his thesisl

I want to emphasize that the messianic ideology of the Gush
Emunim is not somethint new or Ínvented.It is an old
tndition that has been drawn uPon for the ideological
motivation of the modern messÍanic movement. Gush
Emunim leaders have presented a much more radical
version of these tradÍtional ideas, radicalized in a sense by
the actual political events which theybelÍeve are taking
place,"

Biale wants to emphasize that the messianÍc ideologies which have molded

'eDavid BÍale, "The Meseíanic Connection: Zionism,
Commentary 14 (Sept,/Oct, 1985) p,37,

'olbíd, p,37,

" Ibid, p,38,
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GE provide abasis forlewÍsh terzorand militarism,

At the end of the intr.oduction, Lazarus-Yafeh responds, "You took a

Iong list of unimportant thinkers who have been dug out recentlyby

members of Gush Emunim to rehabilitate themselves and excuse their

actions,"72 Rather than emphasize the influence of previous |ewish

theologians on GE's ideology, she argues that the "influence of Western

nation-states, Western democracy, Western polÍtical powen generated new

movements which tried to comblne theÍr tradition with the modern stnrggle

for political power."'. Rather than rely on the past, what GE has done is it has

rewrÍtten history to its advantage in order to attain political Power, While

Lazan¡s-Yafeh argres that GE is "trl¡t.t to recreate history and ¡Þu accept their

recreation as history," Biale retorts, "Theyhave established a tradition. The

tradition existed,"7{

At one point in their argument, Biale concedes that "I tried to show the

sources that they could draw from. That does not mean that these sources

createdthe contemporary movement,,,,You are right. Gush Emunim has to

do with a complex of developments in the Middle East, But that was not the

subject of my remarks."ñ This statement reopens a double argument that I

mentioned at the beginning of thÍs chapten Are GE and NK messÍanic trouPt

or are they after political power? Are NK and GE "messianic" because they

perceive the hÍstorical events in Israel as harbingers of the messiah, as they

understand the messiah to be in their sources (i,e., are these movements

based on existing stnrctures, and therefore continuous with the past) or are

NK and GE messianic because they desire power and political contr"ol (i.e,, do

"Ibid, p,40,

"Ibid, p,40,

"Ibid, p,41,
75lbi¿, pp,41-42.
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they pick and choose their sources in order to in order to support their fight

for control, are they wholly modern, and thus discontinuous with the past)?

Within this question lies Scholem's distínction between the "ahistorical"

nature of tradltÍonal fews, who are caught between exile and redemption,

versus the "hÍstorical" nature of modern Jews, who have entered the

historical and polÍtical realm, At this point itbecomes obvious that these

distinctlons break down-- NK, GE, and Israeli society are based Ín the past, are

whollymodern, and, above all, are completelyhistorical.
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Conclusion: Historical ContÍnuity, Discontinuity, and Power

In the debate between Biale and Lazanrs-Yafeh, the boundaries between

historical continuity and discontinuity mergei such is also the case with the

borders between fundamentalist and modern Israeli eociety, as well as

Scholem's separation of the restorative and utopian categories, Throughout

this paper,I have set up a dichotomybetween continuity and discontinuity,

ratÍonalism and irzational mystícism, Enlightenment-Romantic and Neo-

Romantic, Israel and Torah, In thÍs chapter I emphasized the interdependency

of each of these dualisms. While one movement Ís in many ways a counter

to the other, eventually the question of which is dominant and which

oppositional becomes confu sed.

The next guestÍon to ask is whether the continuity/discontinuity

dichotomy can or should be broken down, In his analysis of Hawaiian

concepts of history in Islands of History. Marshall Sahlins does iust this.

Sahlins states

What, then, of the corollary opposition between stability
and change? Again, Western thought PresuPPoses the two
are antithétical: logical and ontological contraries, Cultural
effects are identified as continuous with the past or
discontinuous, as if these were alternative kinds of
phenomenal reality, in complementary distributÍon in any
ãultural space, The distinctÍon runs deep, through a whole
series of elementary categories that organize the common
wisdom:the etatic vs. dynamic,being vs,becominp state
vs, action, conditÍon vs, ptocess, and-- should we not
include?-- noun as opposed to verb, From there ít is only a

small logical step to the confusion of history with change,
as if the persistence of stnrcture through time.,.were not
also historical,l

Stating that "the seeíng eye is the organ of tradition,"2 Sahlins argues for a

---_WirrsñalEa[Iins, Islands of Flistory(Chicagp: The University of Chicago
p,744,

2lbid, p,145,
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"synthesis between stabilÍty and change, past and present, diachrony and

s¡nchrony."3 SahlÍns breaks down the common notion that history Ís either

persisting stnrcture or change; since every individual action constitutes a risk

to the conventional system, an action and the convention cannot be

delineated in time,

The collapse of continuity and discontinuity is apparent in the case of

Jewish fundamentalism, a phenomenon which is wholly modern yet

grounded in the past,lsraeli fundamentalist Broups read cutrent events

through the eye of tradition, and thus transform the events as well as the

tradition, Ae present situations change, so do the messianic sources:NK and

GE can pÍck from the apocaþticists as well as Maimonides to support theÍr

political positions. Although NK "confines" its actions to textual precedent,

modern circumstances affect the way the texts are interyreted, GE assumes a

halachic lifestyle as well a form of counter-hÍstory which is framed Ín the

modern historiographical tradition¡ while secular Israelis consider the origin

of modern Israeli history to begin with nineteenth century secular ]ewish

settiement, GE considers a much earlier origin, the messianic settlement of

the followers of the Vilna Gaon. By adopting a messÍanic stance as their

"tradition," GE and NK assume the forward'lookingoutlook of modern

ideologies.

The emergence of NK and GE in Israeli socíety corroborates ]ames

Clifford's belief that hÍstory is "a eerÍes of cultural and politÍcal transactions,

not all or nothint conversions or resistances,"r Contrary to Scholem's belÍef

that traditional Jews must "assímilate into history" or "enterhistory," ]ewish

fundamentalism exists as a modern form of tradition, GE in fact colludes with

Ibid, p,
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secular potitÍcal parties on the Right which have similar territoríal interests,

The Revisionist movement, which had supported Greenberg's secular

nativist apocaþtic messianism, had the same political goals as does GE¡the

attainment of terrítoryby any means possÍble.

Although sahlin's breakdown of continuity and dÍscontinuity

provídes useful insÍghts, the stabilityof tradition isbasic to Judaism. Sahlins

also distinguishes between different tyPes of cultural historicÍties,

"performative" and "prescriptive " stra¡ctures, each of which a differentially

"open" to hÍstory:

As a society,,,orgtnizes itself it knows itself as the
institutional form of historical events. But in a prescrÍptive
mode, nothíng is new, or at least happenints are valued for
their simÍlarity to the system as constituted. What þappens
then, Ís the projectíon of the existingorder:even when what
happens is unprecedented, and whether the recuperative
interpretation be successful or in Ín vain, By comparison,
the Fiawaiian order...reproduces iteelf in and as change,s

Because Hawaiian society is based on oral tradition rather than written

tradition, it is a performative culture:a etn¡cture is created through action

and voice, fewish society, on the other hand, is based on a written tradition

and thus falls under the descrÍption of the prescriptive culture (]udaÍsm also

has an oral traditÍon, but it is not as highly valued as the written one),

]udaism, as well as Western society in general, values continuity and

stnrcture, and seeks to capture the "event" under Íts wing, The "event,"

insofar that it is distinct f¡'om stnrcture, is dangerous, unpredictable, and

possibly oppositional. Because historÍcal continuities are developed and

valued-- the halakha in the traditional Jewish community, úor example- the

categories of continuity and dÍscontinuity are vítal constmctions which are

intimately tied to issues of power,

olbid, p,xii,
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